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ABSTRACT 

We use broadband regional waveform modeling of earthquakes in the central 

Andes to determine seismic properties of the Altiplano crust. Properties of the shear-

coupled P-wavetrain (SPL) from intermediate-depth events provide particularly 

important information about the structure of the crust. We utilize broadband seismic 

data recorded at the BANJO and SEDA stations, and synthetic seismograms computed 

with a reflectivity technique to study the sensitivity of SPL to crustal and upper mantle 

parameters at regional distances. We find that the long-period SPL-wavetrain is most 

sensitive to crustal and mantle Poisson's ratios, average crustal velocity, and crustal 

thickness. A comprehensive grid search method developed to investigate these four 

parameters suggests that although trade-offs exist between model parameters, models 

of the Altiplano which provide the best fit between the data and synthetic seismograms 

are characterized by low Poisson's ratios, low average crustal velocity and thick crust. 

We apply our grid search technique and sensitivity analysis results to model the 

full waveforms from 6 intermediate-depth and 2 shallow-focus earthquakes recorded 

at regional distances by BANJO and SEDA stations. Results suggest that the 

Altiplano crust is much thicker (55-65 km) and slower (5.75-6.25 km/s) than global 

average values. Low crustal and mantle Poisson's ratios together with the lack of 

evidence for a high-velocity lower crust suggests a bulk felsic crustal composition, 

resulting in an overall weak crust. Our results favor a model of crustal thickening 

involving large-scale tectonic shortening of a predominantly felsic crust. 
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To better understand the mechanics of earthquake rupture along the South. 

American subduction zone, we have analyzed broadband teleseismic /'-waves and 

utilize single- and multi-station inversion techniques to constrain source characteristics 

for the 12 November 1996 Peru subduction zone earthquake. Aftershock locations, 

intensity reports, directivity, and spatial locations of seismic moment pulses indicate 

that the 1996 Peru event ruptured primarily southeast. This earthquake re-ruptured a 

portion of the 1942 Peru event. We find no indication that the 1996 Peru earthquake 

ruptured to the northwest, suggesting a sizable gap along the Peru trench 

corresponding to the position of the northwest flank of the subducting Nazca Ridge. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Tectonic setting 

The Andes of South America are an active mountain belt extending from the 

Caribbean to southern Chile, resulting from the subduction of the Nazca plate (and the 

ancient Farallon plate) beneath the South American plate (Figure 1.1). At over 5500 

km-long and with peaks over 6000 m high, the Andes are one of the longest and 

highest mountain belts along a convergent continental margin. This convergence has 

resulted in widespread deformation, volcanism, and large and damaging earthquakes 

along the western margin of South America. 

The central Andes in Peru, Bolivia and northern Chile form the widest part of the 

Andes. Here, at the pronounced bend in their structural and topographic trend, the 

Andes also exhibit the highest elevations, the thickest crust and largest amounts of 

tectonic shortening (Isacks, 1988). The central Andes in this region are positioned 

over a 30°-dipping portion of the Nazca slab, which is currently converging upon the 

western margin of South America at an oblique angle (77°±12°) at a rate of 

approximately 85 mm/year (Figure 1.1) (De Mets et ai, 1990). The central Andes in 

Bolivia can be divided into 5 morphological provinces (Figure 1.1). From west to east 

they are the Western Cordillera, Altiplano, Eastern Cordillera, Sub-Andean Zone and 

the Chaco Plain. 

The Western Cordillera is a high (peak elevation exceeds 6000 m), active 

volcanic arc consisting primarily of Miocene and Quaternary andesitic volcanoes 
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which have erupted through Cenozoic, Cretaceous and older rocks (Lamb et al, 1997). 

Volcanism in the Western Cordillera is directly related to the subduction of the Nazca 

plate beneath the South American plate since the Cretaceous period. The current 

position of the volcanic arc reflects an eastward migration from the coast since the 

Jurassic period (Reutter et al, 1991; Flint et al, 1993; Sempere, 1995). 

The Altiplano is a high, relatively flat plateau that stretches 1800 km from 

southern Peru to northern Argentina, varying between 350 and 400 km in width and 

between 3200 and 4000 m in average elevation (Isacks, 1988). It is the second-highest 

plateau on Earth, after the Tibetan Plateau. Bounded to the west and east by elevated 

topography, the Altiplano was a depocenter for thick sequences of red-beds during the 

Cenozoic (Lamb et al., 1997). Deformed Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks 

protrude through the younger sediment cover in some localities. 

The distribution of crustal seismicity and studies of young faults suggest that the 

northern and southern margins of the plateau are imder approximately horizontal 

extension (Suarez et al., 1983), with the direction of maximum horizontal extension 

oriented at 55-60° to the local trend of the Andes (Allmendinger et al, 1997). From 

this Froidevaux and Isacks (1984) and Molnar and Lyon-Caen (1988) inferred that the 

far field east-west compression resulting from South American-Nazca convergence is 

in balance with the weight of the uplifted plateau. The finite element modeling results 

of Coblentz and Richardson (1996) suggest that a combination of ridge push, fixed 

collisional forces and topographic forces (from the high elevation of the Andes) 

establish the broad-scale features of the observed South American plate stress field. 
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The Altiplano is bounded to the east by the Eastern Cordillera - a broad, north-

south trending mountain range predominantly composed of thick (<10 km) sequences 

of folded and faulted Paleozoic flysch-like deposits, with thin (<3 km) infolded 

Cretaceous and Cenozoic sequences (Lamb et al, 1997). Paleozoic sediments were 

deposited in a basin characterized by a geometry similar to current outline of the 

central Andes (Sempere, 1995), suggesting that the Eastern Cordillera has been a locus 

of deformation throughout the Phanerozoic. Deformation was most extensive between 

27 and 19 Ma (Sempere et al, 1990). Radiometric dates of undeformed rocks that 

overlie Eastern Cordillera structures suggest that upper crustal shortening had 

terminated by approximately 12 Ma (Gubbels et al., 1993). At approximately 20°S, a 

substantial portion of the Eastern Cordillera is covered by the Los Frailes volcanic 

field - a 0-10 Ma silicic ignimbrite field (de Silva and Francis, 1991) - providing 

evidence for significant post-shortening volcanism. 

The Sub-Andean zone is approximately 100 km wide, dominated by major valleys 

and ridges which follow the general structural trend of the central Andes (Figure 1.2; 

Lamb et al., 1997). With an average elevation of 1500 m, the Sub-Andean zone is 

separated from the Eastern Cordillera by both a major fault system (Baby et ai, 1992) 

and a significant decrease in elevation. Seismic refraction and reflection data show 

that the Subandes are part of an active thin-skinned foreland fold and thrust belt that is 

accommodating shortening above a basal decollement. Lamb et al. (1997) have 

shown that the basal decollement lies at a depth of 7-10 km and dips 2-3° towards the 

southwest. The deformation in the Sub-Andean zone that commenced during the Late 

Oligocene is ongoing (Sempere et al., 1990). 
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The Chaco plain is a relatively low and gently dipping stable platform east of the 

Sub-Andean zone and is the current foreland depocenter for Andean sediments. In 

some areas, fold and thrust structures beneath the Chaco Plain are buried beneath up to 

10 km of post-10 Ma sediment, which pinches out eastward (Horton and DeCelles, 

1997; Coudert et al., 1995). 

1.2 Mountain building processes and crustal thickening in the central Andes 

The central Andes provide a modem example of the mountain building processes 

associated with oceanic-continental convergence and provide an analogue for 

interpreting similar convergent systems worldwide. However, the mountain building 

processes of the central Andes are not well-understood, partly owing to a lack of large 

scale structural control. In particular, the origin of the anomalously thick crust and 

large crustal root remains enigmatic. Whereas the mean weighted values of global 

crustal thickness and average crustal P-wave velocity are 39.0 km and 6.45 km/s, 

respectively (correcting for non-uniform geographical distribution of seismic 

refraction profiles; Christensen and Mooney, 1995), several geophysical studies have 

documented the presence of 60-75 km-thick crust beneath the Altiplano, and much 

lower than average P-wave velocities (i.e., Schuessler, 1994; Beck et al., 1996; Zandt 

et al., 1996; Myers et al., 1998a). Models created to explain the uplift of the central 

Andes and presence of anomalously thick crust include combinations of 

underthrusting of the Brazilian craton (Suarez et al., 1983; Dorbath et al., 1993; 

Jordan et al., 1983; Roeder, 1998), distributed crustal shortening and telescoping 

(Isacks, 1988; Allmendinger et al., 1990; Sheffels, 1990; Schmitz, 1994), lithospheric 

thinning (Froidevaux and Isacks, 1984; Isacks, 1988; Whitman et al., 1992), and some 

component of magmatic addition (James, 1971; Kono et al., 1989). Many recent 
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studies have documented the dominant contribution of crustal shortening caused by 

post-Oiigocene tectonism to the overall thickening process {i.e., Isaclcs, 1988; Beck el 

ai, 1996; Zandt et al, 1996; Lamb et ai, 1997). Estimates of Neogene and younger 

shortening east of the Western Cordillera are 191 km (Baby et ai, 1997), 230 km 

(Baby el ai, 1997), 279 km (Roeder and Chamberlain, 1995), 230 km (Roeder, 1988), 

245 km (Sheffels, 1990; Lamb and Hoke, 1997), and 320 km (Schmitz, 1994; Kley el 

ai, 1997). 

1.3 The BANJO and SEDA broadband seismic deployments and data 

The University of Arizona, the Carnegie Institute of Washington (DTM), 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, San Calixto Observatory, and the 

University of Chile deployed two broadband 3-component seismic arrays in the central 

Andes of Bolivia during 1994 and 1995 to study the large scale structure and tectonics 

of the central Andes (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). A total of 23 stations were deployed. The 

BANJO (Broadband ANdean JOint experiment) array consisted of 16 stations in 

operation between April 1994 and September 1995 at 19°-20° south (black triangles in 

Figure 1.2). The BANJO instruments were provided by the Program for Array 

Seismic Studies of the Continental Lithosphere (PASSCAL) program at the 

Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) and the Carnegie Institution 

of Washington. BANJO instrumentation consisted of Streckheisen STS-2 broadband 

sensors with RefTek 72A recorders. The 24 bit digitizers recorded a broad dynamic 

range, thereby recording both very large and small earthquakes. 

The 7 stations in the SEDA (Seismic Exploration of the Deep Altiplano) array 

were deployed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) generally north-
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south along the eastern edge of the Altiplano (white squares in Figure 1.2). 

Instrumentation was provided by LLNL and consisted of Guralp CMG-2ESP and 

Guralp CMG-40T sensors with RefTek 72A recorders. SEDA stations recorded 

continuously on a single data stream at 25 samples per second. 

Many of the earthquakes recorded at regional distances (100 to 1400 km) on the 

portable broadband stations in the BANJO and SEDA arrays occurred at intermediate-

depths within the subducting Nazca slab. Raypaths from earthquakes in the Nazca 

slab beneath the Altiplano travel from the slab, through the mantle and crust and 

directly to the BANJO and SEDA stations located on the margin of the plateau. These 

are relatively pure Altiplano raypaths, and because these earthquakes were recorded at 

regional distances, their waveforms are sensitive to details of the crust-mantle 

waveguide. The broadband waveforms of intermediate-depth earthquakes recorded by 

BANJO and SEDA stations are thus rather complicated because at these regional 

distances, the many reflections between the surface and the Moho discontinuity which 

comprise the waveform arrive within a short time period. 

The complexity of the recorded regional distance seismograms makes it critical 

that we utilize all three components of data. The near-simultaneous arrival of many 

phases can otherwise result in the mistaken identification of converted phases. For 

example, at certain distances, the S-wave arrives at approximately the same time as the 

phase SsPmp, which leaves the source as an 5-wave, is converted to a P-wave at the 

free surface, and bounces off the Moho before arriving at the recording station. All 

three components of the data must be used to distinguish between the 5-wave and 

SsPmp. 
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The broadband nature of the recorded signal allows us to isolate only that part of 

the signal in which we are interested. Single-component short-period instruments can 

provide high-quality travel-time data, but the three-component broadband seismic data 

gives us the flexibility of exploiting information about travel-times from waveforms 

over a wide range of frequencies. We can investigate shallow crustal heterogeneities 

using the high frequency signals and use the information contained in lower frequency 

data to place constraints on average crustal and upper mantle properties. In this study 

we utilize information from the broadband signal on all three components to constrain 

the crustal structure and tectonics of the central Andes. We also use global broadband 

data to further understand earthquake rupture processes along the South American 

subduction zone. 

1.4 Broadband waveform modeling for crustal structure and tectonics 

To obtain useful information about the crustal structure and tectonics in the 

central Andes from this regional broadband data, we must first understand the 

complex interaction of phases, and identify those phases which are most sensitive to 

the properties of the crust and upper mantle in which we are interested. Therefore, in 

Chapter 2 we identify several key phases in the broadband regional seismic 

waveforms recorded at the BANJO and SEDA stations and perform a rigorous 

analysis of the sensitivity of these phases to the details of the crust-mantle waveguide 

using the reflectivity method of computing synthetic seismograms. Once we have a 

better understanding of the propagation characteristics of these phases, we identify 

those properties of the crust and mantle to which they are most sensitive. We find that 

at regional distances, the long-period shear-coupled P-wavetrain is most sensitive to 

crustal and mantle Poisson's ratios, average crustal P-wave velocity, and crustal 
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thickness. A grid search method developed to allow us to constrain these values in the 

crust and upper mantle of the Altiplano suggests that the Altiplano can be 

characterized by a suite of models all having thick crust, relatively low average P-

wave velocities, low crustal Poisson's ratios and slightly higher mantle Poisson's 

ratios. 

In Chapter 3 we apply the results of our phase identification, sensitivity analysis 

and grid search method to intermediate-depth events which occurred in the Nazca slab 

beneath the Altiplano, and to two shallow events that occurred in the Eastern 

Cordillera. We perform the grid search analysis using reflectivity to compute 

synthetic seismograms at several source-receiver geometries (distances ranging from 

approximately 150 to 550 km) for each earthquake. This gives us excellent raypath 

coverage of the Altiplano and western margin of the Eastern Cordillera, and allows us 

to constrain values of crustal and mantle Poisson's ratios, crustal thickness and 

average crustal /"-wave velocity for this region. Our results further allow us to draw 

conclusions concerning the composition and rheology of the crust, and by 

incorporating additional lines of geophysical and geological evidence, to address the 

mechanics involved in thickening the continental crust. 

The formation and continuing volcanism and deformation in the central Andes is 

related to the subduction of the Nazca plate beneath the South American plate. This 

plate boundary has been the site of large, damaging underthrusting earthquakes 

throughout this century. To better understand the complex interaction between these 

two plates, and the deformation resulting from earthquakes at the plate boundaries, in 

Chapter 4 we model broadband teleseismic P-waves from the 12 November 1996 
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Mw7.7 Peru subduction zone earthquake (Figure 1.1). Single- and multi-station 

inversion techniques, aftershock locations, intensity reports, directivity, and the spatial 

location of seismic moment pulses suggest that this event ruptured primarily southeast 

along the Peru trench. We find that this event re-ruptured a portion of the 1942 Peru 

event, but left a gap at least 100 km-long along a portion of the Peru trench 

corresponding to the position of the northwest flank of the subducting Nazca Ridge. 

This suggests that the subduction of the Nazca Ridge may have played an important 

role in the rupture of the 1996 Peru earthquake. 
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Figure 1.1 Map of South America showing the major plate boundaries (white lines), 
location of the BANJO and SEDA portable broadband seismic stations in the central 
Andes, and the 12 November 1996 Peru subduction zone earthquake. Relative plate 
motions and convergence rates from De Mets et al. (1990). 
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Figure 1.2 Map showing location of the study area, and the BANJO and SEDA portable broadband seismic stations. 
Elevation in this region ranges from 100 meters (station 14) to 4200 meters (station 5). The morphotectonic provinces 
referred to in the text are outlined in white. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REGIONAL-DISTANCE SHEAR-COUPLED PL PROPAGATION 

WITHIN THE NORTHERN ALTIPLANO, CENTRAL ANDES 

2.1 Summary 

Properties of tlie shear-coupled P-wavetrain (SPL) from regional earthquakes 

provide important information about the structure of the crust and upper mantle. We 

investigate broadband seismic data from intermediate-depth earthquakes and develop a 

grid search technique using synthetic seismograms to study the sensitivity of SPL and 

to model the crustal structure of the northern Altiplano, central Andes. 

Waveforms from an earthquake which occurred on 12 December 1994 within the 

Nazca slab beneath the Altiplano display a clear SPL wavetrain at the temporary 

stations deployed during the BANJO and SEDA experiments. We relocate this event 

and determine the moment tensor by inverting the complete long-period waveforms. 

With these source parameters fixed we perform sensitivity analyses using a reflectivity 

technique to compute synthetic seismograms at a distance of 313 km (BANJO station 

2, SALI, near the town of Salinas de Garci-Mendoza). We find that at this distance, 

the long period SPL wavetrain is sensitive to tlie following model parameters, in order 

of decreasing sensitivity; crustal Vp/Vs, mantle Vp/Vs, average crustal velocity, 

crustal thickness, focal depth, distance (location), crustal Qa and gp, and mantle 

velocity. 

We develop a grid search method to investigate the four parameters of the 

crust/upper mantle model to which the synthetic seismograms are most sensitive at 
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SALI (crustai Vp/Vs, mantle Vp/Vs, average crustai velocity, crustai thickness). 

Trade-offs exist between all four of the model parameters, resulting in a range of 

acceptable crustai models which provide excellent fits between the data and synthetic 

seismograms in the passband of 15 to 100 seconds at a single station. However, by 

using data at a range of distances (150 to 450 km) we find that the model which 

provides the best overall fit between the data and synthetic seismograms, and thus best 

approximates the average characteristics of the crust and upper mantle structure of the 

northern Altiplano, is characterized by an average crustai velocity of 6.0 km/s, a 

crustai Poisson's ratio (Ccrust) of 0.25 and a mantle Poisson's ratio (CTmantie) of 0.27. 

With these parameters, crustai thicknesses of 55 to 65 km provide very similar data-

synthetic fits at low frequencies. The resulting models confirm previous estimates of 

low Poisson's ratios, low average crustai velocity and thick crust in the Altiplano. 

2.2 Introduction 

2.2.1 Previous geophysical studies of the Altiplano 

The Altiplano of the central Andes is a high plateau with an average elevation of 

3.6 km that is part of an active continental mountain belt with an active volcanic arc 

(Western Cordillera) to the west and fold and thrust belts (Eastern Cordillera and sub-

Andean zone) to the east. Recent geophysical studies focusing on the crustai and 

upper mantle structure of the Altiplano indicate that the crust is thick with low average 

crustai /'-wave velocities. An east-west seismic refraction profile at 21.2°S (Wigger e/ 

ai, 1994) revealed that the Altiplano has thick crust (approximately 70 km) and low 

average crustai P-wave velocities (5.9-6.1 km/s). The receiver function analyses 

performed by Beck et al. (1996) suggested that the central Altiplano crust is 60 to 65 

km thick with a low crustai Poisson's ratio (0.25). These results are consistent with 
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the study of Zandt et al. (1996), who used waveform modeling to determine low 

average crustai P-wave velocities (6.0 km/s), low crustal Poisson's ratio (0.25) and a 

crustal thickness of 65 km for the Altiplano. The results of Schuessler (1994) and 

Myers et al. (1998a) also suggest low average P-wave velocities and a thick crust for 

the Altiplano of the central Andes. In this study we: (1) utilize broadband waveforms 

recorded at regional distances to investigate the characteristics and sensitivity of the 

shear-coupled P-wavetrain to certain parameters of the crust and mantle, (2) develop a 

single station grid search technique to efficiently analyze a large number of 

combinations of crust and upper mantle properties, and (3) confirm previous estimates 

of the structure of the northern Altiplano. 

2.2.2 Previous studies of shear-coupled P-waves 

The study by Zandt et al. (1996) first recognized the importance of shear-coupled 

P-waves {SPL) in the waveforms of regional subcrustal earthquakes recorded on the 

Altiplano. Shear-coupled P-waves are a long period wavetrain resulting from the 

coupling of shear phases with P/,-waves in the crustal waveguide. As demonstrated 

by Oliver (1961), and later by Chander, Alsop and Oliver (1968), the concept of an 

SPL wavetrain can be explained by a combination of ray theory and leaking mode 

theory. Elastic strain energy radiated from the source as 5F-waves reaches the surface 

where it becomes partially trapped in the waveguide created by the crust. After it has 

become trapped, it travels the remaining distance from source to receiver as a leaking 

mode of the waveguide. Alsop and Chander (1968) mathematically demonstrate that 

coupling between leaking modes and P- or iS-waves is expected when a leaking mode 

pole lies close to a P- or 5-wave branch point. In a physical sense, coupling occurs 

when the apparent surface velocity of the P- or 5-wave approaches the phase velocity 
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of the leaking mode at the period of the body wave (Chander et al., 1968). PL is a 

train (rather than a single pulse) of long-period waves which correspond to the lowest 

leaking mode of the waveguide formed by the crust and upper mantle (Oliver, 1961). 

It propagates through the waveguide as a partially trapped and constructively 

interfering P-SV wave at velocities bracketed by the P and S velocities of the upper 

mantle (Shaw and Orcutt, 1984). These interferences during reflections are the basis 

for a dispersion relation similar to Rayleigh waves (Shaw and Orcutt, 1984). Since the 

PL wavetrain has phase velocities ranging between the P (long periods) and 5 (short 

periods) wave velocities of the upper mantle, the PL mode leaks energy by radiation of 

SV waves into the upper mantle (Chander et al, 1968). This leakage results in PL 

attenuating more rapidly with distance than surface waves (Shaw and Orcutt, 1984). If 

an 5F-wave strikes the Moho with an apparent surface velocity equal to the phase 

velocity of the PZ,-wave, the energy from the 5 F-wave will be coupled into the 

waveguide where it will henceforth travel as PL (Chander et al, 1968). As noted by 

Chander et al. (1968), the shear-coupled PL differs from direct PL only in that it was 

excited by a shear wave. 

In the following discussions of the specific phases that comprise SPL, we make 

use of the nomenclature outlined in Bath (1966): ray segments that are up-going in the 

crustal layer are represented by lowercase letters. Ray segments that are down-going 

in the crustal layer are represented by uppercase letters. The up-going rays (direct 

phases) from the mantle are represented by uppercase letters. 

At regional distances, the SPL wavetrain contains SsPn (subsequently abbreviated 

as sPn), SsPmp, and multiples of SsPmp (e.g., SsPmpPmp). Continued interference of 
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SsPmp in the crust propagates in the crustal waveguide in a similar fashion to higher 

mode Rayleigh waves (Langston, 1996). There have been several studies in recent 

years which have noted the presence of and exploited the information contained in 

shear-coupled P-waves. Singh, Santoyo and Pacheco (1995) computed synthetic 

seismograms using a simple layer-over-halfspace model to facilitate the identification 

of SsPmp (SPP or sS'^P^P by their convention) in broadband regional waveforms of 

intermediate depth earthquakes beneath the central Mexican Plateau. Langston (1996) 

analyzed the broadband regional waveforms of deep and intermediate-depth 

earthquakes to investigate the origin and implications of SsPmp in regional wave 

propagation. This study utilized earthquakes recorded at College, Alaska (COL) and 

Matsushiro, Japan (MAJO) and emphasized the importance of correctly identifying 

and understanding SsPmp for depth estimates, 5-wave travel-time interpretation, and 

wave propagation effects. Zandt et al. (1996) documented the presence of the shear-

coupled f-wavetrain in regional seismograms from intermediate-depth earthquakes in 

the Nazca slab and modeled the waveforms to estimate an average crustal structure for 

the northern Altiplano. Zhu and Helmberger (1997) used a limited azimuthal range of 

events and stations to relocate and determine focal mechanisms for 12 earthquakes in 

southwestern Asia using cut and paste source estimation techniques and the relative 

travel times of P-waves and converted phases. 

We build upon the results of Zandt et al. (1996) who first documented the 

presence of shear-coupled P-waves in the waveforms of intermediate-depth 

earthquakes recorded at the stations in the temporary BANJO and SEDA arrays. We 

explore the behavior of shear-coupled P-waves at regional distances by first 

conducting a series of sensitivity tests to identify the trade-offs between parameters 
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such as crustal thickness, average crustal velocity, and crust and mantle Poisson's 

ratios. Next we developed a single station grid search technique to efficiently analyze 

a large number of combinations of crust and upper mantle properties, and investigate 

the structure of the northern Altiplano. In order to utilize regional phases to determine 

velocity models, we must understand the trade-offs between parameters at single 

stations. We then expand our study to include multiple stations for more robust 

results. 

2.3 Data 

Many of the earthquakes recorded at regional distances (100 to 1400 km) on the 

portable broadband stations in the BANJO and SEDA arrays (see Beck et al, 1996) 

occurred at intermediate-depths within the subducting Nazca slab. Raypaths from 

earthquakes in the Nazca slab beneath the Altiplano travel from the slab, through the 

mantle and crust and directly to the BANJO and SEDA stations located on the margin 

of the plateau. These are relatively pure Altiplano raypaths, and because these 

earthquakes were recorded at regional distances, their waveforms are sensitive to 

details of the crust-mantle waveguide. Fifteen intermediate-depth earthquakes of 

sufficient size for modeling (magnitude > 5) occurred in the Nazca slab beneath the 

central Andes during the BANJO and SEDA deployments. The PDE locations and 

Harvard CMT solutions for 6 of the 15 are shown in Figure 2.1. Source-station 

geometries such as these will provide us with a dense raypath coverage for the central 

Andes. 

The broadband waveforms of intermediate-depth earthquakes such as those in 

Figure 2.1 recorded by BANJO and SEDA stations are rather complicated because at 
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regional distances, many phases arrive close together in time. At regional distances, 

the crust acts as a waveguide, and hundreds of reflections between the surface and 

Moho are important for waveform character (Lay and Wallace, 1995). Figure 2.2 

shows the broadband waveforms recorded on the BANJO and SEDA STS2 and 

Guralp sensors for the 16 June 1994 (Julian day 167 (94167), mb 5.6) and 7 December 

1994 (Julian day 341 (94341), mb 5.6) events. Figure 2.3 shows data from an 

earthquake that occurred on 12 December 1994 (Julian day 346 (94346), mb 5.9) 

(Figures 2.1 and 2.4). 

Note that all of the seismograms in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 display a clear P-wave 

arrival, followed by an SV arrival which has been converted to P at the Moho {Sp), and 

then a complicated set of large-amplitude phases. These large-amplitude arrivals 

display /'-wave apparent velocities. This wavetrain has prograde elliptical particle 

motion (motion on the vertical component leads the motion on the radial component in 

the vertical plane containing the source and receiver), which suggests that the energy 

left the earthquake source as S and converted to PL before reaching the recording 

stations (SPL). These independent analyses allowed us to identify the SPL wavetrain 

on the majority of seismograms recorded on the Altiplano. The dominant phase in the 

SPL wavetrain is SsPmp and its multiples, which are created when the direct SV wave 

converts to a P-wave at the free surface and becomes trapped in the crust because of 

post-critical P-wave reflection at the Moho (Langston, 1996) (Figures 2.6a and 2.6b). 

Like all waves that have been supercritically reflected or transmitted at a discontinuity, 

SsPmp (and its multiples) undergoes a phase shift. The resulting waveform is a linear 

combination of the original waveform and its Hilbert Transform (Aki and Richards, 

1980). The shape and polarity of this post-critically reflected wave is controlled by 
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the angle of incidence. The amplitude of SsPmp (and, at further distances, its 

multiples) is large because of the almost complete reflection at the Moho (Langston, 

1996). 

Our study focuses on the data from event 94346. The epicenter of this event lies 

near the Peru-Chile-Bolivia border region (Figure 2.4). The earthquake occurred 

within the subducting Nazca slab in an area of steep (~30°) subduction. Figure 2.3 

shows that at distances less than approximately 300 km, the dominant arrival in the 

vertical and radial component broadband data is the direct 5-wave. Between 300 and 

approximately 450 km, the dominant arrival is SsPmp. At greater distances (BANJO 

stations 6, 8, 9 and 10 in the Eastern Cordillera), the amplitude of SsPmp decreases 

and the dominant arrival on the vertical and radial components becomes SsPmpPmp. 

The amplitude of SsPmp in the data from event 94346 decays rapidly with 

distance. There is a marked drop-off in SsPmp amplitude between approximately 250 

and 300 km. The amplitude of SsPmp at a distance of slightly over 300 km (SEDA 

station n5) is again somewhat larger, but at distances greater than approximately 400 

km, the amplitude of SsPmp is negligible compared to stations close to the source. 

Between SEDA station nl (on the Altiplano and closest to the event) and station 8 

(Eastern Cordillera), the amplitude of SsPmp on the vertical component broadband 

seismograms decays by a factor of 3. This suggests that even over this relatively short 

east-west distance there are significant variations in crustal structure subsequent 

studies must address. 

The data from BANJO station SALI (station 2, distance 313 km) clearly 

demonstrates the dominant arrivals described in the above discussion (Figure 2.5); we 
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therefore choose to focus our study of shear-coupled PL propagation primarily on the 

data from SALI. In the broadband record (Figures 2.5a and 2.5b) we see a clear P-

wave arrival, followed by lower amplitude Ps and Sp arrivals, and then the dominant 

SsPmp arrival. As we will demonstrate, the Sp arrival is an important phase in 

waveform modeling; P-Sp travel times provide important information regarding 

crustal thickness, average crustal velocities and mantle Vp/Vs ratios. Unfortunately, 

though the Sp arrival is evident in the synthetic waveforms and thus allows us to 

analyze its behavior due to changing crustal and mantle properties, it is not clear 

enough in the data from this particular event to be used for modeling purposes (Figure 

2.5). The amplitude of the S lo P conversion is controlled by the magnitude and 

thickness of the velocity discontinuity at the Moho. The small amplitude of the Sp 

arrival in the data from this event thus suggests the presence of a gradational velocity 

change at the Moho. The waveform modeling results of Zandt et al. (1996) suggest 

that a velocity gradient at the crust-mantle boundary is present beneath the Altiplano, 

which would explain the complexity and the relatively low amplitude of the Sp arrival 

in our data. 

2.4 Source and sensitivity study 

2.4.1 Determination of event hypocenter 

An accurate hypocentral location is required for accurate fitting of regional 

seismograms. To constrain the epicenter for event 94346, P- and 5'-wave arrival times 

were picked from the vertical and radial component seismograms from the BANJO 

and SEDA stations on the Altiplano (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). We were careful to pick the 

S arrival using all three components so as not to confuse it with the SsPmp arrival. 

Using the epicenter and focal depth reported by the PDE catalog as a starting point, we 
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used the P and S picks and the relocation program HYPO (Lienert, 1994) to constrain 

the latitude, longitude, origin time and depth of event 94346. We used a simplified 

crustal/upper mantle model of the Altiplano in the relocation (Table 2.1; Zandt et ai, 

1996). The location that resulted in the lowest P and S residuals was 17.59°S, 

69.80°W and a depth of 141.6 km (Figure 2.4). We note that fixing the starting depth 

at 161 km (Harvard CMT depth) does not result in a significant increase in the P- and 

5-wave residuals. The distance to our closest station is slightly greater than one focal 

depth away from the epicenter; hence, our depth estimates from HYPO are not 

particularly robust. 

2.4.2 Raytracing 

The S and SsPmp phases have a cross-over in arrival time with distance. As 

previously noted (e.g., Langston, 1996), the distance from the epicenter to the cross

over is a function of source depth. We explored the feasibility of utilizing this 

relationship to constrain the depth of event 94346. P, S, and SsPmp arrival times were 

carefully picked from the waveforms recorded at BANJO and SEDA Altiplano 

stations; we then used the two-dimensional raytracing program MacRay (Luetgert, 

1992) to construct a travel time versus distance curve for these three phases (Figure 

2.6c). In our data, the 5 - SsPmp cross-over occurs at a distance of between 307 and 

313 km (S precedes SsPmp at station n5; SsPmp precedes S at SALI). Using a 

simplified Altiplano crustal and upper mantle model (Figure 2.6d), we were able to 

constrain the depth of this event using raytracing to between 140 km and 160 km. 

Figure 2.6 shows our raytracing results for a depth of 160 km. 
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The difficulty in accurately picking the arrival time of a Hilbert Transform phase 

such as SsPmp and locating the 5 - SsPmp cross-over distance in the data affects the 

success of the depth-determination methods described in sections 4.1 and 4.2. Though 

great care was taken in picking the P, S, and SsPmp arrivals, this difficulty was 

manifested as a range of acceptable focal depths. 

We referred to Cahill and Isacks (1992) for a qualitative check on our focal depth. 

When our HYPO epicenter was plotted on their figure showing the depth to the Nazca 

slab, our epicenter lies between the 125 and 175 km depth contour. 

2.4.3 Moment tensor inversion 

To better constrain the focal depth and to determine the source mechanism for this 

event, we performed a linear least squares moment tensor inversion of the complete 

long-period waveforms, following the method of Randall, Ammon and Owens (1995). 

In this inversion method, only deviatoric sources are investigated, but non-double 

couple solutions are permitted. 

The crustal model of the Altiplano used in this inversion is shown in Table 2.1. 

Since the source-station paths are relatively short (less than 400 km), this laterally 

homogeneous velocity structure is appropriate, and earth-flattening modifications are 

unnecessary. 

We make use of all three components of the time domain seismograms from the 

BANJO stations on the Altiplano (1 through 4). We limit ourselves to the Altiplano 

stations because poor inversion results from including stations on the Eastern 

Cordillera reflect changes in crustal structure - not necessarily the incorrect focal 
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depth. Prior to the inversion, the data are rotated into a vertical, radial and transverse 

coordinate system to isolate the P- and SF-waves from the i'/Z-waves. The instrument 

response is then deconvolved from the data. The data is bandpass-filtered between 15 

and 100 seconds because we want to reduce the sensitivity of the regional waveform 

to details of the crustal structure. The data in the inversion are not weighted, thereby 

allowing the closer stations - which have naturally larger amplitudes - to contribute 

more to the solution. 

A series of inversions are performed with different fixed depths between 125 and 

210 km to provide a depth estimate for the earthquake. We begin with a coarse 10 km 

sampling, and then refme the depth interval to search about the best fitting initial 

estimate. We aligned the data and Green's functions using the first arriving P-wave 

(identified from the broadband data) to reduce the dependence of the source inversion 

on the selected velocity structure, origin time, and event location. 

Each data-synthetic seismogram fit is compared visually and by an analysis of the 

least-squares error calculated by the inversion. We also calculated correlation 

coefficients for the vertical and radial component data and synthetic seismograms at 

SALI for all depths tested following the method of Wallace et al. (1981). We 

compared these single station correlation coefficients to the multiple station 

correlations calculated by the inversion and find general agreement between the two 

quantitative expressions of data-synthetic fit. A range of focal depths do provide good 

data-synthetic seismogram fits (150-170 km), but the depth-error curve contains a 

single minimum (Figure 2.7). The depth which provided the best fit (lowest calculated 
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error, correlation coefficients closest to 1.0, best fit from a visual analysis) between 

the data and synthetics at all four stations was 160 km (Figure 2.7). At a depth of 160 

km, the non-double-couple CLVD mechanism composes 4.6% of the total solution. 

The resultant focal mechanism at a depth of 160 km had a strike, dip, and rake of 

205°, 39°, and -52°, respectively, and indicates normal faulting with a small 

component of strike-slip motion. This focal solution is close to the Harvard CMT 

solution and the solution determined by Zandt et al. (1996) (Table 2.2). The strike, 

dip and rake of the focal solution does not appear to be significantly sensitive to depth. 

Figure 2.7 shows focal mechanisms over a depth range of 30 km. Over this range, the 

maximum variation of the strike, dip and rake was 7°, 2° and 12°, respectively. 

Forward modeling revealed that changing the focal mechanism by several degrees had 

a negligible effect on the characteristics of the synthetic seismograms. A summary of 

the epicenters, focal depths and focal solutions determined for this event is found in 

Table 2.2. 

2.4.4 Waveform sensitivity 

The sensitivity of the SsPmp arrival and the SPL wavetrain (interfering SsPmp 

arrivals) to parameters of the continental crust and mantle at a given distance must be 

understood before event 94346 can be used for modeling purposes. We have chosen a 

distance of 313 km (distance from the epicenter to SALI) for these sensitivity 

analyses. We utilize a reflectivity technique implemented by Randall (1994) to 

investigate the sensitivity of the complete waveforms to crustal thickness, focal depth, 

epicentral location (source-receiver separation), average crustal velocity, crustal Vp/Vs 

ratio, Pn, mantle Vp/Vs ratio, and crustal and 
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Reflectivity is one method by which synthetic seismograms are computed. This 

particular technique uses a method developed by Kennett (1983) of continuously 

integrating the wave equation. Starting with a set of differential equations and 

boundary conditions, reflection and transmission coefficients are calculated first. 

Then the double-couple point source wave fields are synthesized. Reflectivity 

essentially performs a continuous integration of the wave equation. An advantage of 

using the reflectivity method in structure studies lies in the inclusion of multiple 

reflections and converted waves in the reflecting zone, thereby increasing the level of 

accuaracy in the synthetic seismograms. In addition, reflectivity computes the entire 

waveform, so we can isolate the effect of each model parameter on each portion of the 

wavetrain. 

Using this reflectivity technique, we computed approximately 500 synthetic 

seismograms to test the sensitivity of the waveforms to certain crustal and mantle 

parameters, to characterize the behavior of the SPL propagation through the Altiplano, 

and to analyze trade-offs between the aforementioned parameters. We are interested 

in how well we can constrain the structure using one station. We use the source-

station geometry of SALI (distance 313 km, azimuth 136°) and the focal mechanism 

computed in the moment tensor inversion for our sensitivity studies. Our standard 

starting model is the same 8-layer approximation for the structure of the crust and 

upper mantle of the Altiplano as was used in the moment tensor inversion (Table 2.1). 

The double-couple source in the model was placed at a depth of 140 km. This depth 

was chosen on the basis of the depth reported in the PDE catalog, and the depth 

determined for this event by Zandt et al. (1996). We emphasize that the purpose of 
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computing the synthetic seismograms is to analyze the variation and sensitivity of the 

waveforms at a given distance as certain parameters of the crustal model are varied. 

There is little change in the overall sensitivity to other parameters between a focal 

depth of 140 km and 160 km. 

The resulting synthetic seismograms displayed the shear-coupled P-waves we are 

investigating. The S/'L wavetrain on the radial component synthetic seismograms lags 

the SPL wavetrain in the vertical component synthetic seismograms, indicating the 

same prograde elliptical particle motion present in the data. Both the broadband (1 -

100 seconds) synthetic records and filtered (15-100 seconds) synthetic records were 

analyzed. The timing and amplitude of F, Sp, and SsPmp on the broadband 

waveforms provide information about properties of the crust and upper mantle 

structure. An analysis of SPL at longer periods (bandpassed between 15 and 100 

seconds) provides additional information about the properties of the crust and upper 

mantle. We make the following caveats with respect to the following: the conclusions 

drawn in each subsection are restricted to the source-station geometry of SALI, and to 

the range of selected parameters. 

In the following discussions of waveform sensitivity, we refer to the long-period 

SPL wavetrain (bandpassed 15-100 seconds) as SPL, and refer to the individual 

components of the SPL wavetrain as their individual names {e.g., SsPmp, sPn, Sp). 

2.4.4.1 Sensitivity to epicentral location 

The slight differences between our HYPO location, the CMT location, the PDE 

location and the location determined by Zandt et ai. (1996) prompted us to explore the 

effect of a mis-location on the synthetic seismograms. Our HYPO location places 
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SALI at approximately 313 km away from the source. Thus, synthetic seismograms 

were computed at distances of 300 to 335 km to encompass a possible location error. 

The effects of changing the source-receiver distance are visible on the vertical and 

radial filtered and broadband synthetic seismograms, but the effects are very small. 

Amplitudes of the larger arrivals vary slightly, and the timing varies on average less 

than 2.5 seconds. We conclude that in this case, the effect of an epicenter mis-location 

on waveform characteristics is relatively insignificant, especially for long periods. 

2.4.4.2 Sensitivity to foca! depth 

Synthetic seismograms were computed for focal depths in the range of 120 km to 

200 km. Based on the location of the slab in the vicinity of the epicenters in Table 2.2, 

120 and 200 km are end member limits of reasonable focal depths. The broadband 

vertical and radial components provide information about the effect on individual 

phases of increasing the focal depth. Increasing the focal depth increased the P-Sp 

travel time on both the vertical and radial components, but did not noticeably change 

the amplitude of either the P or Sp phases. Increasing the focal depth also slightly 

increased the F-SsPmp travel time and increased the amplitude of the SsPmp arrival on 

the radial component. Over the range of focal depths tested, we observe very little 

effect of increasing the focal depth on the filtered vertical component. However, the 

filtered radial component demonstrates slight variation with increasing focal depth. 

Shaw and Orcutt (1984) also report relatively insignificant amplitude or waveform 

variation of SPL over a depth range of 20 km. However, as mentioned in section 4.3, 

and noted by Langston (1996), there is a depth dependency on the S - SsPmp cross

over distance. 
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2.4.4.3 Sensitivity to crustai thickness 

We fixed the average crustai velocity at 6.0 km/s and computed synthetics for a 

source-receiver separation of approximately 300 km for crustai thicknesses of 45, 55, 

65 and 75 km to test the sensitivity of the waveforms to variations in crustai thickness. 

This range reflects the range of crustai thickness determined by previous geophysical 

work {e.g., Beck el ai, 1996). The results of this sensitivity analysis are presented in 

Figure 2.8 (note: in this and all subsequent waveform figures, seismograms have been 

aligned on the P-wave peak). Thickening the crust decreased the time between the P 

and Sp arrivals on the broadband traces because the ^-wave reaches the Moho sooner. 

Hence, identifying the Sp arrival in the data cati be very important and diagnostic of 

crustai thickness. Thickening the crust slightly increased the relative travel time 

between P and SsPmp and increases the amplitude of SsPmp on the vertical and radial 

components. In general, variations that we see in the vertical component synthetic 

waveforms due to changing crustai thickness are slightly less pronounced on the radial 

components (compare the magnitude of SsPmp and the long-period SPL arrival on the 

vertical and radial components, noticing the different scales on the plots in Figure 2.8). 

Zhang and Langston (1996) also reported that for teleseismic events, the vertical 

components were more sensitive to the near-receiver crustai structure than the radial 

components. 

2.4.4.4 Sensitivity to average crustai velocity 

We analyzed the effect on the waveforms of varying the average crustai velocity 

by varying the P-wave velocity to maintain average crustai P-wave velocities of 5.75 

to 6.75 km/s. The average crustai velocity determined by previous geophysical studies 

{i.e., Zandt et al, 1996) was 6.0 km/s. We maintain the Vp/Vs of our standard model 
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(-1.73) by varying Vp (5.75 to 6.75 km/s) and then calculating the associated 5-wave 

velocity in each model (Vs = 3.32 to 3.90 km/s). The results of this sensitivity 

analysis are presented in Figure 2.9. Both the broadband and filtered vertical and 

radial synthetics display marked effects of changing the crustal velocity. Increasing 

the average velocity of the crust decreases the amplitude of Sp and decreases the P-Sp 

travel time. Amplitude decreases because there is less of a velocity contrast between 

the upper mantle and crust which leads to a lower impedance contrast and hence, a 

lower-amplitude arrival. The P-Sp relative travel time decreases as average velocity 

increases, because the change in the path of the Sp phase is more sensitive to the 

crustal velocity than the change in path of the direct P-wave. The P leg becomes 

shorter as crustal Vp increases because the S-to-P angle of refraction steepens. These 

amplitude relationship are slightly more pronounced on the broadband radial 

component than on the broadband vertical component because the Sp phase is incident 

at a large angle of incidence. 

Increasing the average crustal velocity decreases the amplitude of the SsPmp 

arrival and decreases the P-SsPmp travel time for the same reasons as were mentioned 

above for Sp. Again, these effects are more pronounced on the radial component, 

especially for the large positive amplitude portion of SsPmp. We observe that the 

effect on the deep trough of increasing the average crustal velocity is more 

pronounced on the broadband vertical component than on the broadband radial 

component. 

The filtered synthetic waveforms display slightly different relationships. 

Increasing the average crustal velocity decreases the amplitude of the large SPL peak 
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more on the radial component than on the vertical component. The increase in 

velocity changes the amplitude of the trough on the vertical and radial components 

approximately the same amount. This increase also decreases the P-SPL travel time 

and decreases the relative travel time between the peak and trough. Lastly, changing 

the average crustal velocity significantly affects the timing of later arrivals in the PL 

wavetrain. 

2.4.4.5 Sensitivity to crustal Vp/Vs 

We examined the sensitivity of the waveforms to Vp/Vs in the crust by fixing the 

/•-wave velocity in each of the two crustal layers (5.5 km/s and 6.1 km/s, respectively) 

and allowing Vp/Vs to range from 1.5 to 1.9 in each layer by changing the S-wave 

velocity. The Vp/Vs ratio of the crust in the PREM model varies from 1.73 to 1.8. 

Changing Vp/Vs affects both the timing and amplitude of arrivals on the filtered and 

broadband vertical and radial components (Figure 2.10). If Vp is fixed, increasing 

Vp/Vs has the effect of decreasing the i'-wave velocity. Decreasing Vs significantly 

affects the timing of all the arrivals in the PL wavetrain, visible on both the broadband 

vertical and radial components. Increasing the Vp/Vs ratio increases the amplitude of 

the Sp arrival on the broadband vertical component, but does not significantly affect 

the amplitude of the Sp arrival on the broadband radial component. Decreasing Vp 

affects the magnitude of PL arrivals on the vertical and radial components 

approximately the same. On the filtered records, increasing Vp/Vs has a greater effect 

on the amplitude of the large arrival on the radial component than on the vertical 

component. This is to be expected, since the radials contain more 5-wave energy. 

Changing Vs changes the reflectivity at the Moho. A low Vp/Vs (high Vs) in our 

model results in less contrast in Vs between the mantle and the crust, giving rise to 
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lower amplitudes on our seismograms. A higher Vs also results in these low amplitude 

arrivals aixiving earlier than they would with a lower Vs. 

2.4.4.6 Sensitivity to average mantle velocity 

We performed this test by fixing the crustal velocities and changing the P- and S-

wave velocities (Pn and Sn) in the mantle layers of our model. Pn was allowed to 

vary between approximately 7.7 and 8.3 km/s. The Vp/Vs ratio in each layer of our 

standard model (see mantle Vp/Vs ratios in Table 2.1) was preserved, and Sn was 

calculated accordingly. We found that variation of mantle velocities affects the 

waveforms only very slightly. In general, the filtered and broadband vertical 

components are slightly more sensitive to velocity changes than the filtered and 

broadband radial components. The portion of the waveform most affected by the 

changes in Pn and Sn is the SsPmp trough on the broadband vertical component. A 

comparison of the synthetic waveforms computed for this test with those computed for 

the test for sensitivity to average crustal velocity would suggest that synthetic 

waveforms for this particular path are more sensitive to crustal velocity than mantle 

velocities. This observation is consistent with the fact that the dominant phase, 

SsPmp, spends considerably more travel time in the crust than in the mantle. 

2.4.4.7 Sensitivity to mantle Vp/Vs 

We analyzed the sensitivity of the waveforms to the mantle Vp/Vs ratio by fixing 

Pn and allowing Vp/Vs to range from 1.6 to 2.0 in each mantle layer. The standard 

starting crustal model was adjusted for this test by fixing Pn and calculating new Sn 

velocities for each Vp/Vs ratio. The results of this sensitivity analysis are presented in 

Figure 2.II. In general, the magnitude and timing relations are similar to those 
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observed in the crustal Vp/Vs analyses. However, because the 5-wave travels further 

in the mantle than it does in the crust, varying Vs in the mantle resulted in greater 

travel time differences than were seen in the crustal Vp/Vs sensitivity test. On the 

broadband vertical and radial components, both the timing and magnitude of the Sp 

phase are affected. The Sp arrival time increases with increasing Vp/Vs because Vs in 

the mantle (the S leg) is decreasing. Sp magnitude decreases with increasing Vp/Vs in 

the mantle because there is less of a contrast in velocities at the Moho, and thus a 

smaller reflection coefficient. However, the travel time between Sp and SsPmp is not 

affected because their ray paths have the mantle S leg in common. 

Recalling our observation that the waveforms are not particularly sensitive to Pn, 

the analysis described in this section suggests that the waveforms are more sensitive to 

Sn velocities (through a variation in Vp/Vs) than Pn velocities (variation of Pn). A 

comparison of the synthetic seismograms computed for sensitivity to crustal velocities 

and crustal Vp/Vs results in a similar conclusion. 

2.4.4.8 Sensitivity to crustal and 

Energy loss through non-elastic processes is often expressed in terms of intrinsic 

attenuation, Q. The amplitude of a ray as it arrives at a recording station is a function 

of its original amplitude, frequency, and the intrinsic attenuation. To investigate the 

sensitivity of the waveforms to changing Q, we let the Q for P-waves (Qa) vary 

between 50 and 600. We calculate 0^ using the relationship 9I'\Q^ assuming all 

energy losses are due to shear loss mechanisms (Lay and Wallace, 1995). We observe 

that the variation of Q affects only the amplitudes and frequency content of the 

arrivals, and that these effects are slightly more pronounced on the radial components 
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- particularly for SsPmp. Increasing Q in our model from 50 to 600 resulted in a 

doubling of the SsPmp amplitude. Because •S'-waves (primarily on the radial 

components) demonstrate greater effects of attenuation. 

2.4.4.9 Investigation of trade-offs between parameters 

The trade-off between crustal thickness and average crustal velocity is commonly 

encountered in waveform modeling. The synthetic seismograms computed in this 

study for a range of crustal thicknesses and average crustal velocities also display this 

trade-off This trade-off necessitates careful analysis of the long-period P-SPL and the 

broadband P-SsPmp travel times when investigating the effect of crustal thickness and 

average velocity variations on shear-coupled /"-waves in synthetic seismograms. We 

would expect that in percentage terms, the travel time effects should be identical. Our 

range of crustal thicknesses reflects a 27% increase (55 to 70 km), whereas our range 

of average crustal P-wave velocities reflects a 8% increase (6.0 to 6.5 km/s). 

However, we find that these waveforms are affected slightly more by changing 

average crustal velocity than they are by changing the crustal thickness (Figure 2.8 vs 

Figure 2.9) We interpret this observation as a result of the complex interaction of 

phases (5", sPn and SsPmp) at this distance. Relatedly, we note that the P-Sp travel 

time is slightly more sensitive to crustal thickness than average crustal velocity. 

It may also be difficult to isolate the effect of changing the crustal Vp/Vs ratio 

from that of changing the mantle Vp/Vs ratio (Figures 2.10 and 2.11, respectively). 

The filtered vertical and radial components of the synthetic seismograms that were 

computed for these two sensitivity analyses display this trade-off especially well. 

Varying the crustal Vp/Vs ratio while fixing the mantle Vp/Vs ratio significantly 
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affects the timing and amplitude of arrivals within the SPL wavetrain. Changes in 

timing of the large SPL peak are particularly evident on the vertical component. 

Distinct magnitude variations of the large SPL peak are more pronounced on the radial 

component (note the different amplitude scales). To distinguish the relative effects of 

varying crustal and mantle Vp/Vs ratios, we must expand our analysis to include an 

additional portion of the seismogram. The behavior of Sp on the broadband synthetics 

is the key to isolating the difference between varying crustal Vp/Vs and varying mantle 

Vp/Vs. Increasing the mantle Vp/Vs ratio while fixing the crustal Vp/Vs ratio increases 

the P-Sp travel time and decreases the amplitude of the Sp arrival on the broadband 

vertical and radial synthetic seismograms. Increasing the crustal Vp/Vs ratio while 

fixing the mantle Vp/Vs ratio does not affect the P-Sp travel time and affects the 

amplitude of the Sp arrival only on the broadband vertical component. 

Our sensitivity analyses suggest that the relative effects of the crust and upper 

mantle model parameters, in order of decreasing effect on the computed synthetic 

waveform, are: crustal Vp/Vs, mantle Vp/Vs, average crustal velocity, crustal 

thickness, focal depth, distance (location), crustal Qa and Q^, and upper mantle Pn 

velocity. 

2.5 Forward modeling for crustal structure at a single station 

We apply our understanding of the behavior of SPL gained through sensitivity 

analyses to model the crustal structure of the northern Altiplano, using the data from 

and geometry of BANJO station SALI. Our starting model is based upon the simplest 

model that corresponds to previously obtained central Altiplano structure results (from 

Zandt et ai, 1996): a 65 km-thick crust with an average crustal P wave velocity of 6.0 
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km/s and a Poisson's ratio of a = 0.25, which corresponds to a Vp/Vs ratio of 1.73 

(Table 2.1). We use our HYPO location, which gives a distance to SALI of 313 km, 

and start with a focal depth of 140. 

2.5.1 EUipticity 

We start by comparing the synthetic seismograms to the data in the passband of 

15-100 seconds. We notice that in the data, the vertical component leads the radial 

component by approximately 3 seconds (using the largest peak in the SPL wavetrain 

for reference; see Figure 2.5). The phase delay in the synthetic seismograms 

computed at a depth of 140 km is significantly shorter. 

This relationship (vertical leads radial) in the long-period data is a result of the 

prograde elliptical particle motion of SPL. EUipticity is a measure of the phase shift 

between the vertical and radial components, and reflects the relative amounts of P and 

SV energy which were trapped in the crustal waveguide. To obtain a better fit in this 

passband, we must change the timing between the vertical and radial components. 

Our sensitivity analyses suggest that one way to do this is to vary the focal depth. The 

vertical and radial components of the synthetic seismograms are plotted together in 

Figure 2.12. We notice that the synthetic seismograms computed at a focal depth of 

160 km display an SPL arrival on the radial component which lags the SPL an-ival on 

the vertical component by approximately 3 seconds - the same as in the data (see 

Figure 2.5). This observation corresponds with the results of the moment tensor 

inversion, in which we observe a best fit at SALI with a focal depth of 160 km. Over 

the range of depths investigated in this ellipticity analysis (120 km to 200 km), the 

variation in lag time from one end member to the other was nearly 6 seconds. This 
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suggests that at this particular distance (313 km), even though the overall shape and 

timing of the synthetic seismograms are not as sensitive to focal depth as they are to 

other model parameters (e.g., crust and mantle Vp/Vs ratio), focal depth significantly 

affects ellipticity. We tested the sensitivity of ellipticity to the other crustal and mantle 

parameters as well and found that after focal depth, the crustal Vp/Vs ratio affects 

ellipticity the most, followed by location (distance), mantle Vp/Vs, mantle velocity, 

and crustal Q. 

Figure 2.13 shows the particle motion of the large-amplitude SPL arrival on 

synthetic seismograms computed for a range of focal depths. The depth at which the 

particle motion of the bandpassed synthetic seismograms most closely approximates 

the particle motion of the data is 160 km, confirming our previous results. 

Several relationships noted above are worth discussing in greater detail. (1) We 

notice that for a given distance, as depth increases, the vertical and radial components 

become more out of phase; in other words, as depth increases, ellipticity increases. (2) 

We observe that for a fixed depth, at increasingly greater distances the vertical and 

radial components are nearly in phase and particle motion approaches rectilinear 

(ellipticity decreases). (3) For a given distance, as focal depth increases, the angle the 

ellipse makes with the horizontal changes: the particle motion ellipse rotates 

clockwise. The third observation can be explained by recalling that the angle that the 

a-axis (major axis of the ellipse) makes with the x-axis is a function of the relative 

amplitudes of the waveform on the vertical and radial components. As depth 

increases, the ratio of vertical amplitude to radial amplitude of the large SPL arrival 

increases, causing a rotation of the particle motion ellipse. 
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2.5.2 Grid search to determine crustal structure 

We next develop a grid search method to test different combinations of the four 

most important model parameters (crustal thickness, average crustal velocity, mantle 

Vp/Vs, crustal Vp/Vs) and use visual inspection and correlation coefficients (Wallace 

et ai, 1981) to isolate the combination(s) of parameters which provide a best fit at 

SALI. Our double-couple source is placed at a depth of 160 km, and we use the 

moment tensor computed from a strike, dip and rake of 205°, 39° and -52°, 

respectively (from the moment tensor inversion), and the geometry of SALI (distance 

113 km, azimuth 136°). Our grid search method investigates crustal thickness (55, 60, 

65 and 70 km), average crustal P-wave velocity (6.0, 6.25 and 6.5 km/s; 5-wave 

velocity calculated with a constant Vp/Vs ratio), crustal Vp/Vs (1.73, 1.78, and 1.84 or 

Poisson's ratio a = 0.25, 0.27 and 0.29), and mantle Vp/Vs (1.78, 1.84, and 1.91 or 

Poisson's ratio a = 0.27, 0.29 and 0.31). 

This grid search resulted in the generation of 324 synthetic seismograms (vertical, 

radial and tangential components) from 108 different combinations of grid search 

variables. The data and synthetic seismograms were bandpassed between 15 and 100 

seconds, cut to a length of 85 seconds and aligned on their pre-filtered P-wave peaks. 

Each vertical, radial and tangential component of the synthetic seismograms were 

numerically correlated with the corresponding components of the data from SALI. 

We then average the correlation coefficients calculated for the vertical and radial 

components to give a single value for each model. The tangential component data and 

synthetic seismograms are very simple, and do not provide any independent 

constraints from the vertical and radial data; hence, the tangential data were not used 

in the grid search. In this bandwidth, we notice that the correlation coefficient 
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comparison is more sensitive to the match of the large-amplitude SPL arrival than to 

the bandpassed P-wave. 

The averaged vertical and radial component numerical correlation results for all 

combinations of crustal thickness, average crustal P-wave velocity, Omaniic, and Ocrusi 

are displayed in Figure 2.14. In this figure, a correlation coefficient of 1.0 indicates a 

perfect fit between the data and synthetic seismograms. The results clearly illustrate 

trade-offs that exist for these crustal and upper mantle parameters. For example, for a 

given set of acrust, CTmamie and average crustal P-wave velocities, the data-synthetic fit 

decreases very slighdy as crustal thickness increases. As Ocrusi increases, we obtain 

better fits with greater average crustal This correlation shifts to even larger 

average crustal velocities for higher Omamie- In general, correlation coefficients are 

lower for higher amamic. 

To further illustrate the complexity in the trade-offs that exist among these four 

model parameters, consider the behavior of the average correlation coefficients as 

average crustal velocity is increased: 

(1) For an average crustal P-wave velocity of 6.0 km/s, a best fit is achieved with 

CJcrust = 0.25, and amamie = 0.27, but we find it difficult to constrain the crustal thickness 

within the range of our search (Figure 2.14). Our difficulty in constraining the crustal 

thickness was predicted by the results of our sensitivity analysis. Recall that out of the 

four grid search parameters currently under consideration, crustal thickness is the 

parameter which causes the least amount of variability in SPL. Crustal thicknesses of 

55, 60 and 65 km provide very similar data-synthetic fits (subsequently referred to as 

models 1-3; model parameters are summarized in Table 2.3). The synthetic 
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seismograms for a crustal thickness of 60 km (model 2) are shown in Figure 2.15. The 

high correlation is a resuh of the near-perfect fit of the amplitude and timing of SPL. 

(2) If the average crustal velocity is increased to 6.25 km/s, a best fit is achieved 

using crustal thicknesses of 55 or 60 km when CTcmst = 0.27 and amamie = 0.29 (models 

4 and 5, respectively; Table 2.3), and a crustal thickness of 55 km when acrust = 0.29 

and amamic = 0.27 (model 6, Table 2.3). The synthetic seismograms for a crustal 

thickness of 60 km (model 5) are also shown in Figure 2.15. We note that at this 

higher velocity, although the first half of the data and synthetic waveforms match 

better, we sacrifice some of the good fit with the amplitude of SPL on the data and 

synthetics. 

(3) If the average crustal velocity is further increased to 6.5 km/s, a best fit is 

achieved with Ocrusi = 0.29 and amamie = 0.29. Once again we find it difficult to 

constrain the crustal thickness. Crustal thicknesses of 55, 60 and 65 km provide 

nearly identical data-synthetic fits (models 7-9; Table 2.3); synthetic seismograms for 

a crustal thickness of 60 km (model 8) are shown in Figure 2.15. An average velocity 

of 6.5 km/s allows us to match the initial portion of the waveforms much better, but 

sacrifices the fit (timing and amplitude) of SPL. This example illustrates the trade-offs 

in model parameters arising from the complexity of the SPL wavetrain at regional 

distances. 

Synthetic seismograms computed for each of the 9 models discussed above 

provide excellent and similar fits to the data at SALI (correlation coefficients are > 

0.95; see Table 2.3). Hence, at a single station with this source-station geometry we 

can determine a family of models that fit the long period data. This can be very useful 
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information especially if additional information is available to eliminate some models. 

For example, as an independent check of the crustal and mantle Fp/l^s (or Poisson's 

ratios), we constructed a Wadati diagram using P- and S-wave picks at Altiplano 

stations for events similar in location to event 94346 (Myers e/ ai, 1998a). The 

Wadati diagram suggests an average Vp/Vs ratio for the crust and mantle of 1.78, 

corresponding to an average Poisson's ratio of 0.27 (Figure 2.16). Because direct P-

and ^-wave rays from events in the Nazca slab spend more time in the mantle than 

they do in the crust, we would expect that the average Poisson's ratio would be 

weighted toward the mantle value. Thus, the Poisson's ratio of 0.27 suggested by the 

Wadati diagram is a reasonable average for the crust and mantle in this region. 

Dorbath and Granet (1996) used P- and S-wave travel times picked from vertical 

component short-period records of local earthquakes to calculate an average Vp/Vs for 

the crust and mantle of the Altiplano of 1.68, corresponding to a Poisson's ratio of 

approximately 0.23. Beck ei al. (1996) determined a crustal Poisson's ratio of 0.25-

0.26 for the Altiplano from receiver functions. Hence, there is no indication of high 

crustal Poisson's ratio for the Altiplano. Our preferred set of models (models 1, 2 and 

3 in Table 2.3) have low average crustal velocities, crustal Poisson's ratios of 0.25, 

and mantle Poisson's ratios of 0.27 

Utilizing data from a range of distances when possible can also help eliminate 

models because the trade-offs vary as a function of distance. We observed that when 

we plot the vertical and radial data and synthetic seismograms for the Altiplano as 

record sections, the fit between the data and synthetic seismograms at some distances 

is better for the model with lower average crustal velocities (6.0 km/s) than for models 
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with high average crustal velocities (6.5 km/s) and higher Poisson's ratios (compare 

Figures 2.17 and 2.18). 

Figure 2.17 is a record section showing the fit between the vertical and radial 

component data and synthetics at the Altiplano stations for model 2 (crustal thickness 

60 km, average crustal Vp 6.0 km/s, Ocrust = 0.25, amamic = 0.27). For comparison, we 

show in Figure 2.18 a record section similar to that in Figure 2.17 except the model 

used to compute the synthetic seismograms (model 8; see Table 2.3) has a higher 

average crustal velocity {Vp= 6.5 km/s) and higher crustal and mantle Poisson's ratios 

(cTcrusi and amaniic = 0.29). The fit of the synthetic seismograms to the data are clearly 

worse at distances between 150 km and 250 km for the model with the faster average 

crustal velocity and higher Poisson's ratio. 

We note that in both Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18, the quality of fit at Altiplano 

stations varies with distance, presumably reflecting the variations from a one-

dimensional model. The crust of the Altiplano is represented as two simple layers; 

neither gradients or other subtle vertical variations are included. We observe that the 

differences in fit are particularly evident in the broadband records; at longer periods, 

these differences are less pronounced because the low-pass waveforms are less 

sensitive to details of crustal variations than higher frequency waveforms. 

We conclude that of the 108 models tested in our grid search, the three models 

discussed here which provided the best fit between the data and synthetic seismograms 

at all of the Altiplano stations are models 1, 2 and 3 (Table 2.3). These models are 

characterized by low average crustal velocities, Ocrust = 0.25 and Omantic = 0-27. 
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Crustal thickness will be most easily constrained by using the phase Sp: the 

timing and amplitude of this phase are particularly sensitive to changes in crustal 

structure. We infer from the results of Zandt et al. (1996) that the lack of a large-

amplitude Sp arrival in our data is due to the presence of a velocity gradient at the 

Moho beneath the Altiplano. It is possible that different source-station geometries 

and/or a localized sharper Moho would result in a more well-defined Sp arrival; 

inclusion of these events in future structure analyses will allow us to better constrain 

the crustal thickness. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Broadband regional waveform modeling is a useful technique by which to image 

the crust and upper mantle structure in the central Andes in Bolivia. Broadband 

regional waveforms are complicated, due to near-concurrent arrival of many phases at 

the recording station. We perform a rigorous analysis of the sensitivity of these phases 

to the details of the crust-mantle waveguide and model them to constrain the structure 

of the northern Altiplano. 

Complicated arrivals near the 5-wave arrival on broadband data from event 94346 

prompted us to use synthetic seismogram techniques to study the behavior of regional 

distance shear-coupled P-waves in response to changes in the earth model and 

earthquake source parameters to learn more about the properties of the crust to which 

SPL is sensitive. After determining the depth, location and focal mechanism for this 

event, we perform sensitivity analyses using a reflectivity technique to compute 

synthetic seismograms. We find that the long period SPL wavetrain, though affected 

slightly differently on vertical and radial components, is sensitive to the following 
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model parameters, in order of decreasing sensitivity: crustal Vp/Vs, mantle Vp/Vs, 

average crustal velocity, crustal thickness, focal depth, distance (location), crustal 

and and upper mantle velocity. 

We used a grid search method to investigate the four parameters of the 

crust/upper mantle model to which the synthetic seismograms are most sensitive at 

this distance. The four model parameters varied in our grid search are crustal 

thickness, average crustal P-wave velocity, crustal Poisson's ratio and mantle 

Poisson's ratio. Reflectivity synthetic seismograms are computed in our grid search to 

determine a best crustal model for BANJO station SALI. Large trade-offs exist 

between ail four of the model parameters, and there is a range of acceptable crustal 

models which provide excellent fits between the data and synthetic seismograms. The 

models which provide the best overall fit between the data and synthetic seismograms, 

and thus best approximate the average characteristics of the crust and upper mantle 

structure of the northern Altiplano, are characterized by an average crustal velocity of 

6.0 km/s, Gcrust = 0.25 and amamic = 0.27. With these parameters, crustal thicknesses of 

55, 60 and 65 km provide very similar data-synthetic fits at SALI and at the other 

Altiplano stations. Future studies incorporating additional events with a variety of 

source-receiver geometries will allow us to further constrain the crustal structure. 



Layer Thickness (km) Vp (km/s) Vs (km/s) CT P (g/cm^) 

1 10 5.500 3.175 0.25 2.667 

2 55 6.091 3.517 0.25 2.680 

3 49 8.040 4.470 0.27 3.388 

4 45 8.044 4.483 0.27 3.500 

5 45 8.050 4.500 0.27 3.500 

6 45 8.050 4.500 0.27 3.500 

7 45 8.050 4.500 0.27 3.500 

8 45 8.055 4.550 0.265 3.500 

Table 2.1 8-layer approximation of the crust and upper mantle structure of the 
Altiplano (see Zandt et al., 1996) 
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Source Location (°S, °W) Depth (km) Strike,Dip,Rake (°) 

HYPO 17.59, 69.80 140-160 NA 

inversion NA 150-170 202.7, 38.8, -52.5 

ellipticity NA 160 NA 

particle motion NA 160 NA 

Zandt et al. (1996) 17.27, 69.65 145.0 206.4, 32.7, -60.2 

CMT catalog 17.44, 69.66 161.4 224, 30, -33 

PDE catalog 17.48, 69.60 148 243, 30,-18 

Table 2.2 Summary of latitudes, longitudes, focal depths and focal solutions 
determined for the 12 December 1994 (94346) event. 



Model Vpayg (km/s) Crustal acmsi Omamie Corr. Coeff. Figure 
Thickness (km) Station 2 

1 6.0 55 0.25 0.27 0.963319 

2 6.0 60 0.25 0.27 0.961433 13, 15 

3 6.0 65 0.25 0.29 0.949733 

4 6.25 55 0.27 0.29 0.963924 

5 6.25 60 0.27 0.29 0.961130 13 

6 6.25 55 0.29 0.27 0.964366 

7 6.5 55 0.29 0.29 0.962518 

8 6.5 60 0.29 0.29 0.962973 13, 16 

9 6.5 65 0.29 0.29 0.956858 

Table 2.3 Models which provided the best fit between data at station 2 and 
synthetic seismograms generated at that distance. 
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Figure 2.1 Map of west-central South America showing the PDE locations (white 
circles) and Harvard CMT solutions for several intermediate-depth earthquakes which 
occurred during the BANJO (black triangles) and SEDA (black squares) deployments. 
Numbers adjacent to event locations correspond to Julian day (YYDDD), depth/mb-
The 3500 m elevation line is contoured in white. 
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Figure 2.2 Example of data recorded by the BANJO and SEDA broadband stations 
from events 94167 and 94341 (refer to Figure 2.1). The instrument responses have 
been deconvolved from the data; traces are aligned on the P-wave. (a) Vertical (solid 
line) and radial (dashed line) component data from event 94167, bandpassed between 
1 and 100 seconds, (b) Tangential component data from event 94167, bandpassed 
between I and 100 seconds, (c) Vertical (solid line) and radial (dashed line) 
component data from event 94341, bandpassed between 1 and 100 seconds, (b) 
Tangential component data from event 94341, bandpassed between 1 and 100 seconds. 
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Figure 2.3 Example of data recorded by the BANJO and SEDA broadband stations 
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Figure 2.5 Displacement traces for event 94346 (12 December 1994) from BANJO 
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Figure 2.7 Results from the moment tensor inversion for event 94346. Top half of 
the figure shows depth versus normalized error curve for the range of focal depths 
tested. Arrow indicates the depth at which we obtained the best data-synthetic fit (160 
km). The solid line represents the normalized error calculated by the inversion for the 
data-synthetic fit at these depths. The short dashed line shows the normalized error 
calculated for the vertical component data and synthetic. This line is nearly flat 
because the vertical component synthetic is relatively insensitive to variations in focal 
depth. The long dashed line is the normalized error ([I - correlation coefficient]) for 
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mechanisms calculated for those depths on the depth-error curve marked with a black 
dot. Note the relative insensitivity of the focal solution to depth. 
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Figure 2,13 Variation of particle motion with depth in synthetic waveforms computed 
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Figure 2.17 Record sections showing the fit between the vertical and radial data 
(solid lines) and synthetic seismograms (dashed lines) at the Altiplano stations. 
Synthetic seismograms were computed using model 2 (see Table 2.3). Data and 
synthetics in the top two plots are bandpassed between 1-100 seconds. Data and 
synthetics in the bottom two plots are bandpassed between 15-100 seconds. 
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Figure 2,18 Record sections showing the fit between the vertical and radial data 
(solid lines) and synthetic waveforms (dashed lines) at the Altiplano stations. 
Synthetic seismograms were computed using model 8 (see Table 2.3). Data and 
synthetics in the top two plots are bandpassed between 1-100 seconds. Data and 
synthetics in the bottom two plots are bandpassed between 15-100 seconds. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CRUSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE ALTIPLANO FROM BROADBAND 

REGIONAL WAVEFORM MODELING: 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THICKENING THE CONTINENTAL CRUST 

3.1 Summary 

We have modeled the full waveforms from 6 intermediate-depth (100-260 km) 

and 2 shallow (<60 km) earthquakes (me 5.3-5.9) recorded at regional distances by the 

BANJO and SEDA portable seismic networks in the central Andes. In this study we 

utilize data predominantly from those BANJO and SEDA stations located within or 

near the Altiplano. We used reflectivity synthetic seismograms and a grid search to 

constrain four parameters of the Altiplano lithosphere: crustal thickness, average 

crustal velocity, and crust and upper mantle Poisson's ratios. We find that trade-offs 

exist between the model parameters, and in some cases there are several acceptable 

crustal models that fit the data - particularly if analyzing data from only one station. 

Nevertheless, robust models that provide the best overall fit between the data and 

synthetic seismograms are characterized by a slow average crustal P-wave velocity 

(5.75-6.25 km/s), a crustal thickness of 60-65 km, a crustal Poisson's ratio (OcrusO of 

0.25 and a mantle Poisson's ratio (amantie) of 0.27-0.29. The low average crustal 

velocities, low crustal Poisson's ratio and the lack of a high velocity lower crust 

reaffirms our earlier conclusion that the thick crust is a result of tectonic shortening of 

originally low velocity crust and not fi-om underplating or magmatic intrusion from the 

mantle. 
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3.2 Introduction 

The Altiplano of the central Andes is a high, relatively flat plateau with an 

average elevation of 3.6 km. It is part of an active continental mountain belt, bounded 

to the west by the Western Cordillera (active volcanic arc), and to the east by the 

Eastern Cordillera and Sub-Andean Zone fold and thrust belts (Figure 3.1) . The 

Altiplano and its bordering morphotectonic regions are the result of the subduction of 

the Nazca plate beneath the South American plate. Though the Altiplano is directly 

related to this subduction, the exact origin of its anomalously thick crust and large 

crustal root remains enigmatic. Whereas the mean weighted values of global crustal 

thickness and average crustal /"-wave velocity are 39.0 km and 6.45 km/s, respectively 

(correcting for non-uniform geographical distribution of seismic refraction profiles; 

Christensen and Mooney, 1995), several geophysical studies have documented the 

presence of 60-75 km thick crust beneath the Altiplano, and much lower than average 

P-wave velocities (i.e., Schuessler, 1994; Beck et al, 1996; Zandt et al, 1996; Myers 

et al., 1998a). Models created to explain the presence of this anomalously thick crust 

include combinations of underthrusting of the Brazilian craton (Su^ez et al., 1983; 

Dorbath et al., 1993; Jordan et al., 1983; Roeder, 1998), distributed crustal shortening 

and telescoping (Isacks, 1988; Allmendinger et al, 1990; Sheffels, 1990; Schmitz, 

1994), lithospheric thinning (Froidevaux and Isacks, 1984; Isacks, 1988; Whitman et 

al., 1992), and magmatic addition (James, 1971; Kono et al, 1989). Many recent 

studies have documented the dominant contribution of crustal shortening caused by 

post-Oligocene tectonism to the overall thickening process {i.e., Isacks, 1988; Beck et 

al., 1996; Zandt er a/., 1996; Lamb etal., 1997). 
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In this chapter w,e describe how we use regional waveform modeling of 6 

intermediate-depth and 2 shallow earthquakes, reflectivity and a grid search technique 

to place constraints on the crustal thickness, average crustal /"-wave velocity, and 

crustal and mantle Poisson's ratios of the Altiplano. Our results further allow us to 

draw conclusions concerning the composition and rheology of the crust, and by 

incorporating additional lines of geophysical and geological evidence, to address the 

mechanics involved in thickening the continental crust. 

3.3 Data 

The Nazca plate converges upon the western margin of South America at an 

oblique angle (77°±12°), at approximately 85 mm/year (DeMets et al, 1990). The 

portion of the subducting slab beneath the central Andes dips 30° towards the east and 

exhibits a high level of seismicity: from shallow earthquakes near the trench (at the 

Nazca-South American plate interface) to one of the deepest earthquakes ever 

recorded by modem broadband instruments (Bolivia, 9 June 1994; see Beck et al., 

1995; Silver et al., 1995). A considerable number of intermediate-depth earthquakes 

also occur within the well-defined Wadati-Benioff zone of the subducting Nazca plate. 

Many of these intermediate-depth events occurred during the 12-18 month 

deployments of the BANJO and SEDA broadband portable seismic networks (see 

Beck et al., 1996; Myers et al., 1998a). Raypaths from intermediate-depth 

earthquakes in the Nazca slab beneath the Altiplano travel from the slab, through the 

mantle and crust and directly to the broadband BANJO and SEDA located on the 

margin of the plateau (Figure 3.1). Many of these are relatively pure Altiplano 

raypaths. 
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The broadband waveforms of these intermediate-depth earthquakes are rather 

complicated because at regional distances, the crust acts as a waveguide, and a 

considerable number of reflections between the surface and Moho are important for 

waveform character (Lay and Wallace, 1995). Although complicated, regional 

distance broadband data allows us to obtain considerable structural detail from the 

crust and upper mantle. 

Another advantage to using regional waveforms generated by intermediate-depth 

earthquakes in structure studies is that the source-time function for intermediate depth 

earthquakes are impulsive, with fewer source related complications compared to the 

source-time functions for crustal events of a similar magnitude. 

The data set in this study consists of the 6 largest and best-recorded intermediate-

depth events that were recorded during the BANJO and SEDA deployments, as well 

as two additional shallow events that occurred in the Eastern Cordillera. Their 

relocated epicenters are shown in Figure 3.1. In the following discussions, we will use 

the year and Julian day when referring to an earthquake; i.e., 16 June 1994 = 94167. 

Most of the data from the 6 intermediate-depth events used in this study were recorded 

by stations between 100 and 600 km from the source. These seismograms display a 

clear P-wave arrival, followed by a complicated set of large-amplitude, surface wave

like phases which display P-wave apparent velocities and prograde elliptical particle 

motion (shear-coupled P-waves). The dominant phase in the shear-coupled P-

wavetrain is the large-amplitude phase SsPmp and its multiples, which are created 

when the direct SV-wave converts to a P-wave at the free surface and becomes trapped 

in the crust because of post-critical P-wave reflection at the Moho (Langston, 1996; 
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Zandt et al, 1996). In the following discussion, we refer to the long-period shear-

coupled P-wavetrain as SPL and to the shear-coupled P-wavetrain arrivals identifiable 

in the broadband record as individual arrivals {i.e., SsPmp and its multiples). 

Seismograms from the 2 shallow events used in this study encompass a distance 

range of approximately 125 - 450 km from the source. The data display rather 

emergent Pg or Pn phases (the Pg-Pn cross-over distance for a 55-60 km-thick crust is 

250-270 km), difficult-to-discem Sn and Lg phases, and are in general characterized 

by a higher frequency than data from the intermediate depth events. Surface waves 

are also visible on the seismograms from the shallow events. The source-station 

geometry from these 8 intermediate-depth and shallow events and the BANJO and 

SEDA stations give us excellent and dense raypath coverage of the Altiplano, part of 

the Western Cordillera, and the western margin of the Eastern Cordillera (Figure 3.2). 

3.4 Earthquake source parameters 

3.4.1 Event relocation 

An accurate hypocentral location is required for accurate modeling of regional 

seismograms. To constrain the epicenter for the 6 intermediate-depth earthquakes in 

this study (events 94167, 94178, 94341, 94346, 95104, 95160; Figure 3.2), P- andS-

wave arrival times were picked from the vertical and radial component seismograms 

from the BANJO and SEDA stations on the Altiplano. We were careful to pick the 5-

wave arrival using all three components so as not to confuse it with the Hilbert 

Transform SsPmp arrival (Langston, 1996; Swenson et al., 1999). Using the epicenter 

and focal depth reported by the PDE catalog as a starting point, we used the P- and S-

wave picks and the relocation program HYPO (Lienert, 1994) to constrain the latitude, 
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longitude and origin time of the events. We used a simplified crustal/upper mantle 

model of the Altiplano in the relocation (Zandt et al, 1996). The locations resulting in 

the lowest P- and 5-wave residuals are listed in Table 3.1, and the relocated events are 

shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 

HYPO event relocations were also obtained for the two shallow events (94093, 

94182). The S-wave arrivals were difficult to pick due to the emergent nature of the 

signal. Thus, we fixed the depth (10 km) and used only P-waves in the shallow event 

relocations. The locations resulting in the lowest P-wave residuals are listed in Table 

3.1, and the relocated events are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 

3.4.2 Moment tensor inversion for depth and fault plane solution 

Several of the intermediate-depth earthquakes used in this study had depths and 

fault plane solutions listed in the Harvard CMT catalog. We used these solutions and 

depths as a check, but to better constrain the focal depth and to determine source 

mechanisms for all 8 events, we performed a linear least squares moment tensor 

inversion of the complete long-period waveforms, following the method of Randall et 

al. (1995). The crustal model used in this inversion is shown in Table 3.2. 

We use all three components of the time domain seismograms from the BANJO 

and SEDA stations on the Altiplano. In general we limit ourselves to the Altiplano 

stations where we expect a similar crustal structure. Prior to the inversion the data are 

rotated into a vertical, radial and transverse coordinate system to isolate the P- and SV-

waves from the SH-waves. The instrument response is then deconvolved from the 

data. The data is bandpass-filtered from 10 or 15 seconds to 50 or 100 seconds 

(depending on the size of the event and frequency content of the data) because we 
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want to reduce the sensitivity of the regional waveform to details of the shallow 

crustal structure. The data in the inversion are not weighted, thereby allowing the 

closer stations - which have naturally larger amplitudes - to contribute more to the 

solution. 

Figure 3.3 (event 94178) illustrates the moment tensor inversion analysis. A 

series of inversions are performed with different fixed depths to provide a depth 

estimate for each earthquake (Figure 3.3a). We use all three components (vertical, 

radial, tangential) from the recording station if possible. We begin with a 10 km 

sampling, and then refine the depth interval to search about the best fitting initial 

estimate. Each data-synthetic seismogram fit is compared visually and by an analysis 

of the least-squares error calculated by the inversion (Figure 3.3b). In general, the 

depth-error curves contain a single minimum. The depths which provided the best fit 

(lowest calculated error, best fit from a visual analysis) between the data and 

synthetics at all stations for each event are listed in Table 3.3. 

We find that the focal mechanism does not change significantly around the best 

depth (Figm-e 3.3a). Table 3.3 summarizes the resultant focal mechanisms for each of 

the 8 earthquakes utilized in this study; focal mechanisms are also shown in Figure 

3.1. The resultant focal mechanisms for the best depths for most of these events show 

normal faulting with a small component of strike-slip motion, consistent with 

earthquake mechanisms at these depths in the slab {i.e., Schneider and Sacks, 1987; 

Comte and Suarez, 1994) The strong strike-slip component displayed by event 95104 

and the reverse faulting mechanism displayed by event 94167 may be explained by the 

complicated stress environment resulting from the sharp flexure of the subducting 
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Nazca slab at this location: at approximately 15°S, slab subduction undergoes a 

transition from relatively horizontal to moderate (Cahill and Isacks, 1992). 

The current location of the deformation front (~east-west compression) in the 

crust of the central Andes is thought to lie in the vicinity of the Eastern 

Cordillera/Sub-Andean zone. The reverse faulting displayed by event 94093 is 

consistent with shortening caused by approximately east-west compressive forces. 

Event 94182 displays predominantly strike-slip motion, with a small component of 

thrust motion. These two crustal events are located within the upper crust (8 and 11 

km, respectively), and are thus likely related to the numerous thrust and strike slip 

faults with surface exposure in this region. 

3.5 Grid search modeling for crustal structure 

In this study we analyze eight events with a wide azimuthal range of source-

receiver geometries to place tighter constraints on the crustal structure of the Altiplano 

and western margin of the Eastern Cordillera. The single station waveform sensitivity 

analyses of Swenson et al. (1999) suggest that at regional distances, intermediate-

depth waveforms are most sensitive to average crust and upper mantle Poisson's ratios 

(CTcrust, cJmantie), average crustal P-wave velocity, and crustal thickness. We find that in 

general, for distances out to approximately 600 km, intermediate-depth waveforms are 

more sensitive to properties of the crust than they are to upper mantle structure. 

Modeling results (principally at a single station) indicated that the crust of the 

Altiplano can be characterized by a low average P-wave velocity (6.0 km/s), Ocrust = 

0.25 and CTmaniic = 0.27 (Swenson et al., 1999). For these parameters, crustal 

thicknesses of 55, 60 and 65 km provided similar data synthetic fits. 
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3.5.1 Analysis procedure for intermediate-depth events 

In the grid search, we fix our double-couple source at the best depth obtained 

(Table 3.3) and use the locations for the 6 intermediate-depth events listed in Table 

3.1. We utilize a reflectivity technique implemented by Randall (1994) (see section 

2.4.4) to generate synthetic seismograms and investigate crustal thickness, average 

crustal P-wave velocity, acnist and amamie- We compute vertical, radial and tangential 

component synthetic seismograms at distances and azimuths representing the paths 

from each event to several recording stations. 

Since crustal thicknesses of 55, 60 and 65 km all provided similar data-synthetic 

fits for Altiplano paths in our previous study (Swenson et al., 1999), we initially focus 

on Ocrusi and amantie. We compute synthetic seismograms for a crustal model that has a 

60 km thick crust (the average), an average crustal P-wave velocity of 6.0 km/s, and 

we allow Ocrust to vary between 0.23 and 0.29 (0.02 increments, corresponding to 

Vp/Vs ratios of 1.69-1.84) and Cfmamie to vary between 0.25 and 0.31 (0.02 increments, 

Vp/Vs = 1.73-1.91). We selected the acrust/cTmantie pair which provided the best data-

synthetic fit and re-did the grid search for crustal thicknesses of 50-70 km (5 km 

intervals) and average crustal P-wave velocities of 5.5-6.5 km/s (0.25 km/s intervals). 

For each event this resulted in synthetic seismograms from at least 16 models (48 

seismograms per station), or 41 models (123 seismograms per station) if both grid 

searches were utilized. The data and synthetic seismograms were bandpassed between 

10 or 15 and 100 seconds, and cut to the same length. We aligned the data and 

synthetic seismograms using the peak of the first arriving P-wave (identified on the 

broadband data) to reduce the possibility of error being introduced into the system by 

a mid-location. Each vertical and radial component of the synthetic seismograms were 
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cross correlated with the corresponding components of the data from the stations. We 

then average the correlation coefficients calculated for the vertical and radial 

components to give a single value for each station for each model. The tangential 

component data and synthetic seismograms are very simple, and do not provide 

additional constraints from the vertical and radial data; hence, the tangential data were 

not used in the grid search. The best model for each event was then used to compute 

synthetic seismograms for all of the Altiplano stations; data and synthetics were 

plotted in record section to verify that the model was acceptable for all Altiplano 

stations. 

3.5.2 Results for intermediate-depth events 

Figure 3.2 shows the source-receiver geometry for all the event-station paths 

modeled in this study. Our grid search results using the intermediate-depth 

earthquakes are summarized in Table 3.4. We obtain the best results from events 

94178 and 94346, and we discuss these two events in the greatest detail to illustrate 

the grid search analysis. 

We calculated synthetic seismograms for event 94178 at distances of 157 km and 

188 km (BANJO stations 1 and 2, respectively; Figure 3.2), following the grid search 

procedure outlined above. The results of grid search modeling at stations 1 and 2 are 

summarized in Figure 3.4. The left half of Figure 3.4 shows the averaged (vertical and 

radial components) correlation coefficients calculated at stations 1 and 2. To the right 

of the correlation coefficient plots are examples of the data, and synthetic 

seismograms computed for different crustal models. The correlation coefficient plots 

and the data synthetic fits suggest that trade-offs exist in the model parameters, and 
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that we can achieve very similar fits using slightly different acrus/<Jmantic pairs. For 

example, similar and good fits at station 1 were achieved using acrust/cTmamie pairs of 

0.25/0.27 and 0.25/0.29. We see that the timing of the largest arrival in the synthetic 

is slightly delayed using the 0.25/0.29 values, but this is probably not significant. 

Similarly, a best fit at station 2 was achieved using a CTcrus/cJinaniie pairs of 0.25/0.29 

and 0.25/0.27. These results suggest that the best Ocrust is 0.25 and the best amantie is 

0.27-0.29. We use CTcmst/CTmantie valucs of 0.25/0.27 (and a 60 km-thick crust, and 

average crustal P-wave velocity of 6.0 km/s) to calculate synthetic seismograms at 

distances and azimuths representing all the BANJO and SEDA stations located on the 

Altiplano. Record sections were constructed to test whether this was in fact a good 

approximation of the average crustal structure of the Altiplano (Figure 3.5). As Figure 

3.5 suggests, this model is an accurate approximation of the Altiplano crust. 

The results of applying our grid search technique to event 94346 at BANJO 

stations 1 and 4 show similar results (Figure 3.6). At station 1, a best fit is achieved 

using a acrust/Omantie pair of 0.25/0.29. However, a nearly identical fit results from a 

Ccrusi/cTmantie P^-ii of 0.27/0.27. Notice that the difference in vertical data and synthetic 

fit between these two models is nearly impossible to discern. The timing of the largest 

arrival on the radial component is only slightly worse using a acrust/cJnianiie pair of 

0.27/0.27. At station 4, best fits between the data and synthetic waveforms result from 

using CTcrusi/CTmaniie pairs of 0.27/0.27 and 0.25/0.29. Results from applying our grid 

search to the event 94346 - station 2 path were similar. We use acrust/cfmamie values of 

0.25/0.27 (and a 60 km-thick crust, and average crustal P-wave velocity of 6.0 km/s) 

to calculate synthetic seismograms at distances and azimuths representing all the 

BANJO and SEDA stations located on the Altiplano. Record sections were 
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constructed to test whether this was in fact a good approximation of the average 

crustal structure of the Altiplano (Figure 3.7). As Figure 3.7 suggests, this model is an 

accurate approximation of the Altiplano crust. 

We find that for the majority of these 6 intermediate-depth events, models with 

cTcrust/cTniantie values of 0.25/0.27 provide the best fit between the data and synthetic 

waveforms. So we then used acrust/cJmantie values of 0.25/0.27 and re-performed the 

grid search, this time for crustal thickness (50-70 km) and average crustal P-wave 

velocity (5.5-6.5 km/s). We show several examples in Figure 3.8 of correlation 

coefficient plots from the grid search using a number of event-station geometries (see 

Figure 3.1 and 2 for event locations and paths). Although there are evident trade-offs 

between crustal thickness and average crustal /'-wave velocity, and between 

CJcrusi/Omaniie pairs (i.e., event 94346, station 2), we note that we have relatively good 

resolution in average crustal P-wave velocity; in most cases, this value is constrained 

to less than 0.25 km/s. In general, we achieve the best fit between data and synthetic 

seismograms for the Altiplano paths using a low Poisson's ratio in the crust (Ocmst = 

0.25), Poisson's ratio in the mantle amantie - 0.27-0.29, crustal thicknesses of 60-65 km 

and low average crustal P-wave velocities (5.75-6.25 km/s). These preferred models 

for the Altiplano from each event are listed in Table 3.4 and shown in Figure 3.9. 

The grid search results for several of the event-station paths are particularly 

interesting and deserve special mention. First, the paths from events 95104, 94346, 

94178 and 95160 to station 1 may sample some of the morphologically distinct crust 

and upper mantle beneath the active volcanic arc of the Western Cordillera (Figure 
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3.2). The grid searches along these paths still suggest low average P-wave velocities 

(6.0 km/s). 

The majority of correlation coefficient plots for event-station paths sampling the 

northern or central Altiplano show well-constrained average P-wave velocities of 

6.00-6.25 km/s. However, the correlation coefficients representing the fit between the 

synthetic waveforms and the southern Altiplano data from event 94341 suggest well-

constrained lower average velocities of 5.75-6.00 km/s. For example, using an 

average velocity of 6.25 km/s in the event 95104-station 1 or event 94167-station 1 

models (northern Altiplano) results in a very similar data-synthetic fit. The same 

modification to the event 94341-station 4 model results in a considerably worse data-

synthetic fit. The correlation coefficient for station 4 (event 94341) is greater than 0.8 

for an average crustal velocity of 5.75 km/s. For a higher average velocity of 6.25 

km/s, the correlation coefficient drops to 0.27, which corresponds to a very poor data-

synthetic fit. This suggests that there may be a significant lateral velocity variation 

between the paths north of the BANJO transect and those south of the BANJO 

transect. 

One explanation for the lower velocities along the event 94341 -station 1 path is 

that the path samples the edge of the Altiplano-Puna Volcanic Complex (APVC) 

(Figure 3.2) (Chmielowski and Zandt, 1998). The APVC is a Miocene silicic 

ignimbrite field located near the common political boundaries of Argentina, Bolivia 

and Chile (21°S to 24°S). Here at the structural transition between the Altiplano and 

Puna provinces, the South American lithosphere thins (Allmendinger and Gubbels, 

1996), and volcanism has been ascribed to crustal melting in response to tectonic 
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crustal thickening (de Silva, 1989), with a lesser contribution from subduction related 

melts. Our observations of lower velocities for the 94341-station 1 path may thus be 

explained using the results of Christensen (1996), who showed that P-wave velocities 

and Poisson's ratios of silicic rocks (such as those that comprise the APVC) are 

considerably lower compared to rocks with a higher mafic content. A similar 

conclusion can be drawn for the lower than average velocities derived for the event 

94341-station 4 path. This path may intersect the Los Frailes ignimbrite field, a 

relatively recent (0-10 Ma) episode of post-shortening, crustal derived volcanism 

(Figure 3.2; de Silva and Francis, 1991). 

The event 94341-station 6 and event 94341-station 8 paths sample Eastern 

Cordillera crust and upper mantle. The grid searches along these event-station paths 

again suggest low Poisson's ratios in the crust (0.25) and higher Poisson's ratios in the 

mantle (0.27), crustal thicknesses of 55-65 km and low average crustal P-wave 

velocities (5.75-6.25 km/s). We find that the crust beneath station 8 is slightly thirmer 

than that beneath station 6, which agrees with the receiver function results of Beck et 

al. (1996). 

For each event, we selected the model which contained the crustal thickness/ 

pair that provided the best fit between the data and synthetic waveforms at the grid 

search stations, and used it to calculate synthetic seismograms at distances and 

azimuths representing all of the BANJO and SEDA stations located on the Altiplano 

(distances < 600 km). Similar to events 94178 (Figure 3.5) and 94346 (Figure 3.7), 

record sections were constructed for each event to verify the accuracy of the 

approximation to the Altiplano crust (Figures 3.10-3.13). In general, we obtain good 
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data-synthetic fits at ail of the Altiplano stations, suggesting that these best models are 

reasonable approximations of the Altiplano crustal structure. 

We have documented differences in average crustal velocities between the 

northern and southern Altiplano. But we re-emphasize that sampling of ignimbrite 

material is but one plausible explanation of our observations of low velocities along 

the 94341-station paths. A crustal model with low velocities fits all the 94341-station 

paths relatively well (Figure 3.11), suggesting that the low velocities are not restricted 

to the paths between event 94341 and stations 1 and 4. Although the sub-surface 

horizontal extent of the APVC and Los Frailes ignimbrite fields has not yet been 

constrained, we consider it unlikely that each event-station path samples this material. 

Therefore, we submit that there are additional geologic and/or tectonic elements 

responsible for lower crustal velocities south of the BANJO array. 

3.5.3 Analysis procedure for shallow events 

Event 94093 and 94182 are shallow earthquakes located in the Eastern 

Cordillera/Sub-Andean Zone (Figure 3.1). Source-receiver geometry suggests that 

rays from these events sample the crust of both the Eastern Cordillera and Altiplano. 

The grid search technique was therefore modified to allow for an averaging of crustal 

structure contained in the waveform character. Rather than performing a grid search 

at a single station, a grid search was done using multiple stations. In addition, we 

wanted to check for trade-offs between source depth and crustal structure so we 

performed the moment tensor inversion for a series of focal depths, and crustal 

structures. Poisson's ratio for the crust and mantle (Ocrust and amantie) were fixed at 

0.25 and 0.27, respectively, which are the preferred values fi'om the preceding section. 
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We tested crustal thicknesses of 55, 60 and 65 km, and average crustal P-wave 

velocities of 5.75, 6 and 6.25 km/s. A total of 9 crustal models were tested at 16 

different depths. For event 94093 we also compared the results of inverting all 7 

stations (1,2,3,5,6,7,8) with those of inverting station groups based on morphotectonic 

province: Altiplano stations (1,2,3) and Eastern Cordillera stations (5,6,7,8). Note 

that the inversion of all 7 stations contains a higher number of Eastern Cordillera 

stations. Since these stations are also closer to the epicenter, the inversion weights 

them slightly greater. Thus, results are expected to be biased towards the structure of 

the Eastern Cordillera rather than the Altiplano. For event 94182 we compared the 

results of inverting all 8 stations (nl,1,2,3,4,5,6,12) with the results of inverting only 

stations 1-6. 

3.5.4 Results for shallow events 

The results of the slightly modified moment tensor inversion grid search applied 

to the shallow events are summarized in Table 3.5. The crustal paths represented by 

the source-receiver geometries are shown in Figure 3.4. The crustal model used in the 

event 94093 moment tensor inversion grid search which resulted in the least error 

when inverting the Eastern Cordillera stations (stations 5, 6, 7 and 8; Figure 3.14a) 

has a crustal thickness of 55 km and an average P-wave velocity of 6.25 km/s. But a 

crustal thickness of 60 km with an average crustal P-wave velocity of 6.25 km/s also 

gave a low error. Similar results were obtained by using all the stations, and by using 

only the Altiplano stations in the inversion. The most robust result of this modified 

grid search suggests an average crustal P-wave velocity of 6.25 km/s. For all the 

models tested, we achieved the best data-synthetic fit when our double couple source 

was placed at depths between 8 and 12 km. Focal mechanisms for each of the models 
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at each of the best depths were similar to within several degrees of strike, dip and rake. 

Synthetic seismograms were computed at distances and azimuths representing the 

BANJO stations located on the Altiplano (distances < 600 km), using a 55 km thick 

crust, an average crustal P-wave velocity of 6.25 km/s, acmsi = 0.25 and Omantic = 0.27 

(Figure 3.15). We obtain good data-synthetic fits at these Altiplano stations, 

suggesting that this model is a reasonable approximation of the crust and upper mantle 

along these event-station paths (see Figure 3.2). 

The crustal model used in the event 94182 moment tensor inversion grid search 

which resulted in the least error when inverting stations 1-6 (Figure 3.14b) has a 

crustal thickness of 55 km and an average crustal /'-wave velocity of 5.75 km/s. 

However, the data-synthetic fit was similar for models with crustal thicknesses of 60 

km and average P-wave velocities of 5.75 km/s. In general, the most robust result was 

the low average /"-wave velocity of 5.75 km/s (Figure 3.14b). For all the models 

tested, we achieved the best data-synthetic fit when our double couple source was 

placed at depths between 7 and 11 km. Focal mechanisms for each of the models at 

each of the best depths were similar to within several degrees of strike, dip and rake. 

Synthetic seismograms were computed at distances and azimuths representing the 

BANJO stations located on the Altiplano (distances < 600 km), using a 55 km thick 

crust, an average crustal /"-wave velocity of 5.75 km/s, acrust = 0.25 and amantie = 0.27 

(Figure 3.16). We obtain good data-synthetic fits at these Altiplano stations, 

suggesting that this model is a reasonable approximation of the crust and upper mantle 

along these event-station paths (see Figure 3.2). Similar to the event 94341-station 

paths, the low average crustal /"-wave velocity suggested by the event 94182 grid 
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search results may be caused by raypaths intersecting the Los Frailes ignimbrite field 

(Figure 3.2; de Silva and Francis, 1991). 

The location of the shallow events in the Eastern Cordillera and the position of the 

BANJO stations allowed us to perform one of the initial first order analyses of the 

crustal structure of the Eastern Cordillera. We find that the crust of the Eastern 

Cordillera is thick and relatively slow compared to global average values (i.e., 

Christensen and Mooney (1995); Rudnick and Fountain (1995)). 

3.5.5 Additional analyses 

3.5.5.1 A higher velocity layer in the lower crust 

Because most continental crust has a higher-velocity layer in the lower crust 

(Christensen and Mooney, 1995; Rudnick and Fountain, 1995), we performed 

additional analysis using events 94346, 94178 and 94341 to test for the presence of a 

higher velocity layer in the lower crust of the Altiplano. We modified each of the 

preferred crustal models from these events to include a high-velocity lower crust and a 

low-velocity upper crust, maintaining the average crustal velocities in each model. 

We tested 0.4, 0.6 and 1.0 km/s velocity increases at a depth of 35 km. For example, 

we modified the /"-wave velocity structure in the event 94178 crustal model at a depth 

of 35 km to include velocity increases of 5.9 to 6.3 km/s, 5.8 to 6.4 km/s and 5.6 to 6.6 

km/s, maintaining an average crustal velocity of 6.0 km/s (lightest gray lines in Figure 

3.17). 

Our analyses suggest that these waveforms are not particularly sensitive to details 

of the internal crustal structure. We observe that in general, adding velocity increases 

of 0.4 km/s and 0.6 km/s at a depth of 35 km did not significantly affect the synthetic 
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seismograms. Modifying the crustal model by adding a velocity increase of 1 km/s at 

a depth of 35 km slightly decreases the quality of the data-synthetic fit compared to 

the model without the high velocity crustal layer. In addition, this high velocity 

contrast at the mid-crust requires an unrealistically slow upper crust to maintain a low 

average crustal velocity. Receiver function studies also show no indication of such a 

large mid-crustal interface, or the presence of a high-velocity layer in the lower crust 

(Becke/ al, 1996). 

3.5.5.2 A velocity gradient at the base of the crust 

Synthetic seismograms computed with our preferred crustal models result in 

synthetic seismograms which have a prominent Sp arrival. However, the Sp arrival in 

most of our data is weak or absent. The addition of an 8-10 km-thick velocity gradient 

at the base of the crust (Zandt et al., 1996) results in synthetic seismograms with a 

lower-amplitude Sp arrival, thereby more closely approximating the broadband data. 

It is thus is possible that in future studies we may be able to fme tune each model at 

each station by emplacing a transition zone at the base of the crust, experimenting with 

a range of thicknesses and velocity gradients imtil an improved data-synthetic fit is 

achieved. 

3.6 Discussion and implications 

Previous models created to explain the anomalously thick crust of the Altiplano 

include combinations of underthrusting of the Brazilian craton (Jordan et al., 1983; 

Suarez et al., 1983; Dorbath et al., 1993; Roeder, 1998), distributed crustal shortening 

and telescoping (Isacks, 1988; Allmendinger et al., 1990; Sheffels, 1990; Schmitz, 

1994), lithospheric thinning (Froidevaux and Isacks, 1984; Isacks, 1988; Whitman et 
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ai, 1992), and some component of magmatic addition (James, 1971; Kono et ai, 

1989). Recent studies have documented the importance and perhaps dominance of 

crustal shortening to the process of crustal thickening {i.e., Isacks, 1988; Sheffels, 

1990; Schmitz, 1994; Baby et al, 1997; Kley et ai, 1997). East of the volcanic arc, 

estimates of shortening during the Neogene reported in Allmendinger et al. (1997) and 

Kley and Monaldi (1998) are : 191 km (Baby et al., 1997), 230 km (Baby et al., 

1997), 279 km (Roeder and Chamberlain, 1995), 230 km (Roeder, 1988), 245 km 

(Sheffels, 1990; Lamb and Hoke, 1997), 320 km (Schmitz, 1994 - includes the work 

of Kley et ai, 1997). If Cretaceous structures are included in the shortening estimates, 

magnitudes of shortening can reach 425 km (Myers et al., 1998b). 

3.6.1 Bulk composition and rheology of the Altiplano crust 

The source-receiver geometry in this study provides excellent coverage of the 

Altiplano (Figure 3.2). The results of our comprehensive grid search suggest 

relatively low Poisson's ratios for the crust and upper mantle (acru.st = 0.25, amantie = 

0.27-0.29), crustal thicknesses of 55-65 km and well-constrained low average crustal 

P-wave velocities (5.75-6.25 km/s). These results are similar to those obtained for the 

Altiplano by Schuessler (1994), Wigger et al. (1994), Beck et al. (1996), Zandt et al. 

(1996), and Myers et al. (1998a), but this study represents the highest resolution 

coverage of the Altiplano. This is also the first study to document the lateral velocity 

variation between the northern and southern Altiplano. Our results have important 

implications for constraining the various proposed thermal and mechanical models for 

the thickening of the Altiplano crust. 
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Figure 3.17 shows our average crustal P-wave velocity model for the Altiplano, as 

well as several geothermal gradients taken from Christensen and Mooney (1995). The 

dark gray lines in this figure represent velocity versus depth for felsic 

(granite/granodiorite) and mafic (mafic garnet granulite) rocks in high, average and 

low heat flow conditions. Our model suggests a dominantly felsic crust, even in the 

lower regions of the crust where global average models are characterized by a much 

higher mafic content. 

Figure 3.18 shows laboratory measurements of P-wave velocity and Poisson's 

ratio for rocks at crustal conditions (temperatures 200-700° C, pressure of 600 MPa 

corresponding to a depth of 30 km) in the absence of partial melt (Christensen, 1996). 

Our average crustal model for the Altiplano is shown in this figure with a hachured 

box, which plots near the region of rocks characterized by a felsic to intermediate 

composition. This provides further support for a bulk felsic- to intermediate 

composition for the Altiplano crust (note the high velocities and high Poisson's ratios 

for mafic granulites and basalts in Figure 3.18). 

We have demonstrated that one plausible explanation for our relatively low 

crustal Poisson's ratios and low average P-wave velocities is a felsic crustal 

composition. If we assume a quartz-rich composition for the rocks in this 

predominantly felsic crust, and if we assume that these quartz-rich rocks are near 

solidus in the deepest portion of the crust (Kern, 1979; Rudnick and Fountain, 1995; 

Christensen, 1996), this together with the low Qs (~100) values obtained by Myers et 

al. (1998a) for the Altiplano crust suggests a weak crust. 
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Our grid search resuhs for event 94341 in the southern Altiplano suggest lower 

velocities for paths to stations 1 and 4; these paths intersect the APVC and Los Frailes 

silicic ignimbrite fields and isolated zones of partial melt (Figure 3.2) (de Silva, 1989; 

Chmielowski and Zandt, 1998), resulting in lower velocities. Our grid search results 

for event 94182 in the Eastern Cordillera also suggest lower velocities for paths to 

stations 1-6; these paths may also cross through regions of partial melt within the Los 

Frailes ignimbrite field (Figure 3.2). 

Schmitz et al. (1996) have suggested that the lower crust consists of a large 

(-15%) percentage of partial melt, resulting in the reduction of P-wave velocities. 

Although we can not rule out a small amount of partial melt, we do not think the lower 

crust contains substantial partial melt. We would expect that a large amount of partial 

melt would increase Ocrust; our grid search results suggest a relatively low Poisson's 

ratio (0.25) for the crust. The unequivocal presence of S-waves in our data, and the Lg 

attenuation results of Baumont et aL (1998) also suggest that there can not be 

pervasive melting in the crust. Nonetheless, a weak crust lowers the overall strength 

of the lithosphere, which is important when considering the rheological conditions 

under which crust can be shortened. 

One could make the case that a resultant thick crust with low average crustal 

velocities requires that the original crust be dominantly felsic prior to shortening. If a 

section of continental crust representing the global average model (/. e., Christensen 

and Mooney, 1995) is doubled, both the lower velocity upper crust and the higher 

velocity lower crust contribute to the increased thickness of the crustal column (see the 

two-stage crustal thickening model of Isacks, 1988). Again using the global average 
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model, since the original crustal column had an average velocity of 6.45 km/s, the 

resultant thicker column will also have an average velocity of 6.45 km/s. Since the 

average velocity in our preferred models is much lower, the crust involved in 

thickening may have been dominantly felsic in composition prior to shortening. 

Wigger et al (1994) identified a thin (10 km) layer of elevated P-v/ave velocity 

(6.8 km/s) in the lower crust of the Sub-Andes. Our resuhs show no evidence for a 

high-velocity lower crust, suggesting that if this thin layer of elevated P-wave velocity 

exists in the lower crust of the Sub-Andes, it either does not extend westward under 

the regions of higher elevation, or it is very thin and not resolvable. In either case it 

did not contribute towards the overall thickening of the crust. 

Another possible explanation for a thick crust with low average P-wave velocities 

is that temperature, pressure and mantle volatiles at depth have transformed the thin, 

mafic lower crustal layer to an eclogite facies, which now exhibits upper mantle-like 

seismic properties. Our method would not be able to distinguish between an eclogitic 

lower crust and the upper mantle. In this case, the thick crust is actually an over-

thickened mid- and upper-crust. 

3.6.2 Mechanics of shortening the crust 

A lithospheric model characterized by a strong upper crust, a warm, weak and 

ductile lower crust, and strong upper mantle suggests that shortening can occur by 

decoupling of the crust and mantle and simple-shear back-arc underthrusting of the 

lithosphere. Allmendinger and Gubbels (1996) suggest that pre-existing geological 

conditions (the presence of a large sedimentary prism) favors simple-shear 
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deformation in the Altiplano. However, if the rheological conditions of the entire 

lithosphere are relatively weak, then the crust can deform by pure shear. 

Gubbels et al. (1993) propose that the crust below a mid-crustal detachment 

within the Eastern Cordillera and Altiplano is undergoing ductile deformation in 

response to the westward underthrusting Brazilian Shield. This implies that it is 

predominantly a lower crustal layer which is being thickened. A thickened lower crust 

would result in elevated average crustal velocities - much higher than those suggested 

by our results. In addition, it is debatable whether the thin layer of elevated P-wave 

velocity identified in the seismic data of Wigger et al. (1994) is representative of a 

crustal layer that has undergone substantial thickening. 

Baby et al. (1997) propose that crustal underplating by material tectonically 

eroded from the continental margin best explains the geophysical data and shortening 

estimates below the entire Altiplano. In their model, an underplated volume of 

material eroded from the continental margin could have formed a tectonic wedge 

between the upper mantle and the lower crust; this wedge then moved to the east and 

caused the uplift of the Altiplano. Shortening is concentrated in large west-verging 

basement-involved thrust sheets in the western-most Eastern Cordillera. This model 

accounts for crustal thickening below the Eastern Cordillera, but not beneath the 

Altiplano. It also suggests that shortening in the Eastern Cordillera is facilitated by the 

duplexing of lower crustal material towards the surface. The higher velocities 

associated with this presumably mafic lower crustal material would increase the 

average velocity of the crust if the lower crustal material contributed significantly to 

crustal thickening. The results of this study and the results of Beck and Zandt (1998) 
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suggest lower average velocities in the crust than those that would be expected were 

there a large mafic crustal component (i.e., Christensen, 1996). 

3.7 Conclusions 

A comprehensive grid search utilizing reflectivity and broadband regional 

waveforms recorded at BANJO and SEDA stations on the Altiplano confirms that the 

crust of the Altiplano is much thicker (55-65 km) and slower (5.75-6.25 km/s) than 

global average values. In addition, low Poisson's ratio values for the crust and upper 

mantle favor a bulk felsic composition for the crust, resulting in an overall weak crust. 

We see no evidence of a high-velocity lower layer in the lower crust, suggesting that 

either the continental crust has always been predominantly felsic and weak, the mafic 

lower layer is too thin to resolve seismically, or that temperatures, pressures and 

mantle volatiles at depth have transformed the thin mafic lower crustal layer to an 

eclogite facies exhibiting upper mantle-like seismic properties. Regardless, this 

disputed mafic lower crustal layer does not seem to significantly contribute towards 

the overall thickness of the Altiplano lithosphere. Our results favor a model of crustal 

thickening involving large scale tectonic shortening of a predominantly felsic crust, 

rather than those models which would result in higher crustal velocities such as 

magmatic addition or the thickening of a mafic lower crustal layer. 



Event Date nib Location (°S, °W) Origin Time Stations Used rms error 

94093 3 April 1994 5.3 17.869, 64.653 09:00:58.34 5-8 0.093 

94167 16 June 1994 5.6 15.276,70.06 18:41:23.74 nl,n3-sl,3-6 0.363 

94178 27 June 1994 5.3 20.88, 68.65 07:26:53.4 nl-n4,l-5 0.337 

94182 I July 1994 NA 18.883,64.962 08:59:05.65 1-6,8-10 0.268 

94341 7 December 1994 5.6 23.209,66.363 03:37:50.74 nl-n5,l-4 0.339 

94346 12 December 1994 5.9 17.59, 69.80 07:41:53.88 nl-sl,l-4 0.259 

95104 14 April 1995 5.3 15.826, 70.608 04:31:48.13 n2,n3,n5,s2,l-5 0.256 

95160 9 June 1995 5.3 21.627,68.273 05:35:47.98 1-4 0.265 

Table 3.1 Event statistics and relocation results. Body-wave magnitudes from PDE catalog; event locations from 
HYPO relocation Stations Used refers to BANJO and SEDA stations used in relocation. See Figure 3.1 for station and 
event locations. 



Layer Thickness (km) Vp (km/s) Vs (km/s) o p 
(g/cm^) 

1 10 5.500 3.175 0.25 2.667 

2 50 6.100 3.522 0.25 2.690 

3 49 8.040 4.513 0.27 3.388 

4 45 8.044 4.515 0.27 3.500 

5 45 8.050 4.519 0.27 3.500 

6 45 8.050 4.519 0.27 3.500 

7 45 8.050 4.519 0.27 3.500 

8 45 8.055 4.521 0.265 3.500 

Table 3.2 8-layer approximation of the crust and upper mantle used in the 
moment tensor inversion. 



Event Depth Normalized Error Strike, Dip, Rake Stations used 

94093 11 0.237 300.85,43.96, 50.06 1-8 

94167 210 0.295 155.66,73.62, 59.21 nl,n3-sl,l-5 

94178 109 0.210 331.65,35.67, -81.60 1-4 

94182 8 0.288 283.47, 62.09, 14.68 nl,l-6,12 

94341 260 0.416 4.00, 74.94, -107.56 nl-sl,l-4 

94346 160 0.187 204.75, 38.82, -52.46 1-4 

95104 250 0.283 256.0, 55.51,-27.61 1-4 

95160 150 0.402 198.78,47.61,-69.10 1-5 

Table 3.3 Moment tensor inversion results. All depths and fault plane solutions are from the 
moment tensor inversion except depth for event 94346, which was determined through an 
ellipticity analysis. Best Depth refers to depth at which the normalized error calculated by 
inversion was lowest, and a visual test suggested the data-synthetic fit was optimal. Strikes, dips 
and rakes are listed for the best depth. 



Event Stations 
(distance, km) 

BEST AVERAGE MODEL 
Correlation thickness Vp Ocnisi CTmamie 
Coefficient (km) (km/s) 

94167 1 (514), 4 (529) 0.773 65 6 0.25 0.27 

94178 1 (157), 2 (188) 0.823 60 6 0.25 0.27 

94341 1 (448), 4 (489) 0.860 65 5.75 0.25 0.27 
6 (427) 0.814 65 6.25 0.25 0.27 
8 (469) 0.794 55 5.75 0.25 0.27 

94346 1 (272), 2 (313), 4 (352) 0.885 60 6 0.25 0.27 

95104 1 (483), 4 (529) 0.881 65 6.25 0.25 0.29 

95160 1 (224), 4 (349) 0.868 60 6 0.25 0.29 

Table 3.4 Forward modeling resuhs for intermediate depth events using reflectivity and grid search 
techniques. Stations refers to the individual stations used in the grid search, and their respective 
distances from the epicenter. Correlation Coefficient is the correlation coefficient for for the data and 
synthetic seismogram for the best model. For event 94341, stations 6 and 8 were not averaged into a 
single crustal model because studies have shown that the crustal thickness beneath these two stations 
varies (Beck et al, 1996). 



BEST AVERAGE MODEL 
Event Stations Normalized error thickness (km) Vp (km/s) Bias 

94093 1,2,3,5,6,7,8 

1,2,3 

5,6,7,8 

0.237 

0.141 

0.177 

94182 nl,1,2,3,4,5,6,12 0.321 

1,2,3,4,5,6 0.288 

55 

55 

55 

55 

55 

6.25 

5.75 

6.25 

5.75 

5.75 

Eastern Cordillera 

Altiplano 

Eastern Cordillera 

Altiplano 

Altiplano 

Table 3.5 Forward modeling results using the moment tensor inversion technique combined with a grid search for 
depth and best crustal model. and were fixed at 0.25 and 0.27, respectively. Stations refers to the individual 
stations used in the moment tensor inversion. Normalized Error is the error in fit between data and synthetic 
seismograms calculated by the inversion program at the best depths for the best model. Bias refers to the location of 
the majority of the stations used in the inversion and/or the group of stations located closest to the event (and thus 
weighted heavier by the moment tensor inversion). 
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BANJO STATIONS : 
SEDA STATIONS 

• Event relocations 
• WITINV solutions 

depth/PDE magnitude 

PerU'^'hy 
(Wl^oo/s.er 
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Figure 3.1 Map showing location of the study area, BANJO and SEDA portable 
broadband seismic stations, event locations used in this study (see Table 3.1), and fault 
plane solutions for all events from the moment tensor inversion (Table 3.3). Elevation 
in this region ranges from 100 meters (station 14) to 4200 meters (station 5). The 
morphotectonic provinces referred to in the text are outlined in white. 
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• BANJO Stations 
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Figure 3.2 Source-station geometry created by raypaths from intermediate-depth and 
shallow events to the BANJO and SEDA stations (Table 3.1). Thin lines connect 
events with stations used in event relocations. Thick lines connect events with stations 
at which the forward modeling technique was applied. The 3500 m elevation line 
(representing the general outline of the Altiplano) is contoured in white. 
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Figure 3.3 Results of the moment tensor inversion for event 94178. (3a) Origin depth 
versus the normalized error calculated by the inversion. Arrow indicates the depth at 
which the best data-synthetic fit was achieved (109 km). Focal mechanisms reported 
in the Harvard CMT catalog and in Zandt et al. (1996) are also shown for comparison. 
(3b) Data from BANJO stations 1-4 (solid line), and synthetic seismograms (dashed 
line) calculated at a depth of 109 km. 
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Figure 3.4 Forward modeling results for event 94178 at BANJO stations 1 (4a) and 2 
(4b). The crustal model used had a thickness of 60 km, and an average crustal P-wave 
velocity of 6.0 km/s. Left; correlation coefficients calculated based on the fit between 
the data and synthetic seismograms (average of vertical and radial components). 
Right: examples of data-synthetic fits . Stars indicate those models providing the best 
data-synthetic fit. 
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Figure 3.5 Record sections showing the fit between the vertical and radial data (solid 
lines) and synthetic waveforms (dashed lines) at the Altiplano stations. Synthetic 
seismograms were computed using the best crustal model obtained from forward 
modeling event 94178 (Table 3.4). Data and synthetics have been bandpass-filtered 1-
100 seconds (top) and 10-50 seconds (bottom). Stations highlighted with the gray 
ellipse are those at which the grid search was performed. 
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Figure 3.6 Forward modeling results for event 94346 at BANJO stations 1 (6a) and 4 
(6b). The crustal model used had a thickness of 60 km, and an average crustal /'-wave 
velocity of 6.0 km/s. Left: correlation coefficients calculated based on the fit between 
the data and synthetic seismograms (average of vertical and radial components). 
Right: examples of data-synthetic fits . Stars indicate those models providing the best 
data-synthetic fit. 
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Figure 3.7 Record sections showing the fit between the vertical and radial data (solid 
lines) and synthetic waveforms (dashed lines) at the Altiplano stations. Synthetic 
seismograms were computed using the best crustal model obtained from forward 
modeling event 94346 (Table 3.4). Data and synthetics have been bandpass-filtered 1-
100 seconds (top) and 15-100 seconds (bottom). Stations highlighted with the gray 
ellipse are those at which the grid search was performed. 
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Figure 3.8 Selected grid search results. Shaded circle represents the crustal 
thickness/or C7crust/<^raantle which resulted in the best fit (highest correlation 
coefficient) between the vertical and radial data and synthetic seismograms. 
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Figure 3.9 Best average models of the Altiplano crustal structure. Gray line on the 
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of the models are presented under the graph, and in Table 3.4. 
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Figure 3.10 Record sections showing the fit between the vertical and radial data 
(solid lines) and synthetic waveforms (dashed lines) at the Altiplano stations. 
Synthetic seismograms were computed using the best crustal model obtained from 
forward modeling event 94167 (Table 3.4). Data and synthetics have been bandpass-
filtered 1-100 seconds (top) and 10-100 seconds (bottom). Stations highlighted with 
the gray ellipse are those at which the grid search was performed. 
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Figure 3.11 Record sections showing the fit between the vertical and radial data 
(solid lines) and synthetic waveforms (dashed lines) at the Altiplano stations. 
Synthetic seismograms were computed using the best crustal model obtained from 
forward modeling event 94341 (Table 3.4). Data and synthetics have been bandpass-
filtered 1-100 seconds (top) and 10-100 seconds (bottom). Stations highlighted with 
the gray ellipse are those at which the grid search was performed. 
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Figure 3.12 Record sections showing the fit between the vertical and radial data 
(solid lines) and synthetic waveforms (dashed lines) at the Altiplano stations. 
Synthetic seismograms were computed using the best crustal model obtained from 
forward modeling event 95104 (Table 3.4). Data and synthetics have been bandpass-
filtered 1-100 seconds (top) and 10-50 seconds (bottom). Stations highlighted with the 
gray ellipse are those at which the grid search was performed. 
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Figure 3.13 Record sections showing the fit between the vertical and radial data 
(solid lines) and synthetic waveforms (dashed lines) at the Altiplano stations. 
Synthetic seismograms were computed using the best crustal model obtained from 
forward modeling event 95160 (Table 3.4). Data and synthetics have been bandpass-
filtered in I-lOO seconds (top) and 10-100 seconds (bottom). Stations highlighted 
with the gray ellipse are those at which the grid search was performed. 
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Figure 3.14 Results of the moment tensor inversion grid search applied to the shallow 
events located in the Eastern Cordillera. (14a) event 94093: inverting the BANJO 
stations located in the Eastern Cordillera gave a lowest error when using crustal 
thickness = 55 km, average crustal P-wave velocity = 6.25 km/s. (14b) event 94182: 
inverting BANJO stations predominantly on the Altiplano (1-6) gave a lowest error 
when using a crustal thickness = 55 km, average crustal P-wave velocity = 5.75 km/s. 
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Figure 3.15 Record sections showing the fit between the vertical and radial data 
(solid lines) and synthetic waveforms (dashed lines) at the Altiplano stations. 
Synthetic seismograms were computed using the best crustal model obtained fi-om the 
modified moment tensor inversion grid search for event 94093 (Table 3.5). Data and 
synthetics were bandpass-filtered 1-100 seconds (top) and 15-100 seconds (bottom). 
Stations highlighted with the gray ellipse are those at which the grid search was 
performed. 
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Figure 3.16 Record sections showing the fit between the vertical and radial data 
(solid lines) and synthetic waveforms (dashed lines) at the Altiplano stations. 
Synthetic seismograms were computed using the best crustal model obtained from the 
modified moment tensor inversion grid search using event 94182 (Table 3.5). Data 
and synthetics were bandpass-filtered 1-100 seconds (top) and 20-100 seconds 
(bottom). 
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Figure 3.17 Black line represents the best average crustal P-wave velocity model for 
the Altiplano. Light gray lines represent the modifications to models to simulate a 
higher velocity layer in the lower crust; velocity increases of 0.4 km/s, 0.6 km/s and 
1.0 km/s were tested. Dark gray lines represent geothermal gradients of felsic 
(granite/granodiorite) and mafic (mafic garnet granulite) rocks in high, average and 
low heat flow conditions (fi-om Christensen and Mooney, 1995). 
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CHAPTER 4 

SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 12 NOVEMBER 1996 Mw7.7 PERU 

SUBDUCTION ZONE EARTHQUAKE 

4.1 Summary 

The 12 November 1996 Mw 7.7 Peru subduction zone earthquake occurred off the 

coast of southern Peru, near the intersection of the South American trench and the 

highest topographical point of the subducting Nazca Ridge. We model the broadband 

teleseismic P-waveforms from stations in the Global Seismic Network to constrain the 

source characteristics of this subduction zone earthquake. We have analyzed the 

vertical component P-waves for this earthquake to constrain the depth, source 

complexity, seismic moment and rupture characteristics. The seismic moment 

determined from the nondiffracted P-waves is 3-5 x 10^° N m, corresponding to a 

moment magnitude M„, of 7.6-7.7. The source time function for the 1996 Peru event 

has three pulses of seismic moment release with a total duration of approximately 45-

50 seconds. The largest moment release occurs at approximately 35-40 seconds and is 

located ~90 km southeast of the rupture initiation. Approximately 70% of the seismic 

moment was released in the third pulse. 

We find that the 1996 event re-ruptured part of the rupture area of the previous 

event in 1942. The location of the 1996 earthquake corresponds to a region along the 

Peru coast with the highest uplift rates of marine terraces. This suggests that the uplift 

may be due to repeated earthquakes such as the 1996 and 1942 events. 
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4.2 Introduction 

The plate boundary between the South American plate and the subducting Nazca 

plate has been the site of large destructive earthquakes for many centuries (/.e., 

Kelleher, 1972; Askew and Algermissen, 1985). The Peru segment in particular has 

been the site of several large to great earthquakes this century {i.e.. Beck and Ruff, 

1989; Beck and Nishenko, 1990; Dorbath et al., 1990). Previous work analyzing 

historic earthquakes along the Peru trench suggests a complex rupture pattern for the 

South American subduction zone (Beck and Nishenko, 1990). A part of this 

complexity may be due to the interaction of the Nazca Ridge with the South American 

trench. The information acquired from studying these large earthquakes along the 

Peru subduction zone helps define plate boundary segments, refines estimates of 

seismic potential and expands our understanding of fault heterogeneity and the 

variations in rupture mode between successive earthquake cycles. 

The central and southern Peru trench has failed in a series of large subduction 

zone underthi-usting earthquakes this century (Figure 4.1; Beck and Ruff, 1989; Beck 

and Nishenko, 1990; Swenson and Beck, 1996). From north to south these are the 17 

October 1966 {Mw = 8.0), 24 May 1940 {Mw = 7.8), 3 October 1974 (A/„ = 8.0), and 24 

August 1942 (Mw = 8.1) earthquakes. Dewey and Spence (1979) showed that the fault 

areas of these earthquakes as defined by the aftershocks do not overlap along strike 

(Figure 4.2). With the exception of the 1942 event, each of these largest events 

occurred north of the Nazca Ridge - Peru trench intersection. None of these events 

ruptured the portion of the South American trench where the crest of the Nazca Ridge 

intersects the Peru trench (Beck and Nishenko, 1990) (Figure 4.2). These observations 
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suggested that there was a gap at least of 100 km long between the 1942 and 1974 

rupture zones which had not failed in several hundred yeai'S. 

The 12 November 1996 Mw 1.1 Peru earthquake occurred at the intersection of the 

Nazca Ridge and the Peru trench. The epicenter lies very close to, but slightly 

northwest of, the 24 August 1942 Peru earthquake (Figure 4.1). The Harvard CMT 

solution for the 1996 event indicates an underthrusting focal mechanism with a strike, 

dip and rake of 312°, 33°, 55°, respectively. Modified Mercalli intensities of VII were 

reported over an area of approximately 5000 km^; intensities reached VIII in regions 

of less consolidated soil (Bariola and Kuroiwa, 1997). The city of Nazca (location 

shown in Figure 4.1), located 444 km south of Lima, was the city most affected by the 

earthquake (Bariola and Kuroiwa, 1997). 

The majority of aftershocks (61) occurred within 24 hours of the mainshock and 

are located predominantly to the south of the epicenter. These aftershocks range in 

magnitude from mb 3.9-5.6. The USGS PDE catalog locations of the largest 

aftershocks (5.2-5.6) have errors in latitude and longitude of 5-9 km. A comparison of 

the 6 months of seismicity preceding the 1996 Peru earthquake (mb 3.5-5.5) to the 

seismicity following that earthquake (mb 3.3-5.6) is shown in Figure 4.3. Other than 

the large cluster of earthquakes in the vicinity of the mainshock - which represents the 

aftershock series - no apparent temporal-spatial pattern exists. This may suggest that 

this earthquake did not alter the fiindamental state of stress in this portion of the Peru 

subduction zone. The only minor anomaly in the post-mainshock seismicity is a small 

gap in the seismicity immediately northwest of the mainshock (Figure 4.3). We note 

that the 6 months of seismicity subsequent to the mainshock overlaps the rupture area 
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of the 1942 Peru earthquake (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). Swenson and Beck (1996) 

suggested that the 1942 Peru earthquake ruptured primarily south of the epicenter 

(Figure 4.2). This suggests that the 1996 Peru earthquake may have re-ruptured a 

portion of the 1942 Peru earthquake rupture zone. 

The importance of the 1996 event lies in an understanding of its rupture 

characteristics. Directivity displayed by the P-waves allows us to place constraints on 

the rupture direction and extent, and thereby determine whether or not the rupture area 

of this earthquake extends through the Nazca Ridge-Peru Trench intersection to the 

northwest, or whether the event re-ruptured the 1942 rupture area. In this study, we 

utilized vertical component broadband teleseismic /'-waveforms, local tsunami data, 

and aftershocks to investigate the source and rupture characteristics of the 1996 Peru 

earthquake. We estimated hypocentral depth, seismic moment and constrain the 

spatial location of seismic moment release on the fault plane. 

4.3 Data and methods 

Broadband seismograms and instrument response information were obtained from 

the IRIS DMC for all stations at teleseismic distance which successfully recorded the 

1996 Peru earthquake (Table 4.1; great circle paths from the event to the stations used 

are shown in Figure 4.4). 

To increase our azimuthal coverage to be as complete as possible, we have 

included some diffracted P-waves (A > 90°) in our study. The diffracted waveforms 

are a smooth version of the nondiffracted waveform, with the disadvantage that their 

use leads to an underestimation of the seismic moment. Figure 4.5 shows the well-

constrained Harvard CMT focal mechanism for the 1996 Peru event and an example 
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of P-wave displacement waveforms which display a clear onset and compressional 

first motion arrivals (Figure 4.5). All the teleseismic jP-wave first motions are 

compressional and plot near the center of the focal sphere. 

We apply two different methods to characterize the 1996 Peru earthquake. We 

first invert the vertical component broadband P-waves for a source time function for 

each station (Ruff and Kanamori, 1983; Beck and Ruff, 1984). We analyze the 

directivity of the single station source time functions (Beck and Ruff, 1984). We then 

perform an iterative, multi-station pulse-stripping inversion (Kikuchi and Fukao, 

1985) to determine the spatial moment release on the fault plane. 

4.3.1 Single station inversion 

We determined the source time functions for the 1996 Peru event from 25 

azimuthally distributed stations by using a single station inversion of 80 seconds of the 

/"-waves (Figure 4.6). We use the Harvard CMT focal mechanism (strike, dip and 

rake 312°, 33°, 55°, respectively), and a distributed source between 0 and 30 km. We 

use the geometric spreading constants of Langston and Helmberger (1975) to calculate 

the Green's functions. Mantle attenuation is modeled with a t* (travel time/^avcrage) of 

I second. We use a density and P-wave velocity of 2.7 g/cm^ and 6.7 km/s, 

respectively, for a source structure. We also include a water layer with a depth of 2 

km. The average seismic moment from the nondiffracted stations was 3.47 x 10^" 

N m, for an average moment magnitude of = 7.7. 

The complex nature of the source time function suggests a heterogeneous rupture. 

Different azimuths of data show variations in the source time functions (Figure 4.6). 

Source time functions from stations at azimuths greater than approximately 200° 
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display three distinct pulses of moment release. Source time functions from stations at 

azimuths less than this clearly display the first and third pulses, with the second pulse 

represented as a shoulder preceding the arrival of the main (third) pulse. The three 

distinct pulses of moment release have a total duration of approximately 45-50 

seconds and can be interpreted as corresponding to three asperities (or patches of 

moment release) on the underthrusting fault plane. The largest of these three pulses 

occurs approximately 35-40 seconds after rupture initiation. At station TUC, the 

source time function clearly displays all three main pulses of moment release. The 

seismic moment calculated at station TUC is very close to the average seismic 

moment release calculated for all stations. At station TUC, 11% of the total seismic 

moment is released in the first pulse; 19% is released in the second pulse, and 62% 

(2.8 X 10"° N m) is released in the third pulse of seismic moment. Using station TUC 

again as an example, we measure the time over which the third pulse of moment was 

released (~I8 seconds). Assuming an average rupture velocity of 2.5 km/s, we 

calculate a rupture length of 45 km. Because we do not know the shape of the fault, 

we can represent this third patch of moment release on the fault plane most simply as a 

circular asperity with diameter 45 km, and area 1590 km^. 

4.3.2 Directivity analysis of the source time functions 

An analysis of the timing of the second and third pulses of moment release in the 

source time functions computed for each station suggests the presence of directivity 

effects (azimuthal dependence due to fault propagation). Relative to the start time of 

the source time function, the timing of truncation of the second pulse varies from 19.9 

seconds (SUR, WRAB) to 27.0 seconds (DSB). The timing of the start of the 

truncation of the third pulse varies from 29.9 seconds (CPUP) to 45.0 seconds (TUC). 
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We use this variation in timing to determine the rupture azimuth and spatial location 

for the second and third truncations of seismic moment release; these truncations 

display strong directivity. As illustrated by Beck and Ruff (1984), the arrival time of a 

truncation in the source time function relative to the beginning of the source time 

function can be related to its spatial location by the formula Tr-iypjiX+t, where T, is 

the arrival time at the ith station relative to the initial epicenter arrival, y is the cosine 

of the angle between the rupture direction and the station azimuth, p is the ray 

parameter, X is the distance from the epicenter to the spatial location of the truncation 

(measured along the rupture direction), and t is the delay time of the truncation relative 

to the rupture initiation. Pairs of points T, and {.')p)iX from several stations will plot as 

a straight line, and we can determine X and t. For each assumed rupture direction we 

determine a best-fit (least squares) straight line. The highest correlation coefficient 

corresponds to the best rupture azimuth. We use this method at a wide range of 

azimuths to determine the spatial location of the second and third truncation events in 

the source time function. 

For each of the 15 stations at which the second truncation event was evident in the 

source time function, the time of the truncation was taken from the source time 

function (see Figure 4.6; truncations are marked T2). Best-fit straight lines were 

calculated for the full range of rupture directions with an increment of 2°, and the 

correlation coefficients are shown in Figure 4.7a. The best fit straight line for the 

second pulse of moment release is shown in Figure 4.7b. The second pulse of seismic 

moment was released 34 ± 12 km from the epicenter, with an azimuth of 237° (Figure 

4.7a). This pulse of moment release occurred 23.8 ± 0.4 seconds after the main 

rupture initiation. The correlation coefficient of the best rupture azimuth (237°) is 
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only approximately 0.6, and there is large scatter about the best fit straight line 

suggesting we may not be picking a consistent arrival on the source time function. 

We applied this same technique to the third truncation event in the source time 

function. The start time of the truncation of the third pulse of moment release was 

taken from 21 of the deconvolved single station source time functions (Figure 4.6; T3 

markers). The third and largest pulse of seismic moment was released 86 ± 3 km from 

the epicenter, with an azimuth of 116° (Figure 4.7a). This pulse of moment release 

occurred 38.1 ±0.1 seconds after the mainshock rupture initiation. The correlation 

coefficient of the best rupture azimuth (116°) is 0.99, but rupture azimuths of 98° -

140° all give correlation coefficients >0.95. The best fit straight line from this pulse 

of moment release is shown in Figure 4.7b. The map view location of the third pulse 

of moment release is shown with the black arrow in Figure 4.8. 

4.3.3 Multi-station inversion 

We used the iterative, multi-station, pulse-stripping method developed by Kikuchi 

and Kanamori (1982) and Kikuchi and Fukao (1985), where the fault plane is defined 

as the plane of point dislocations that gives the best fit between the synthetic and 

observed waveforms. This method takes into account the two-dimensional aspects of 

the fault plane and allows us to model the 1996 Peru event as a series of double-couple 

point sources. We use 14 stations with a good azimuthal distribution. 

We first define the parameters related to the fault plane and unit wavelet and 

develop a scheme of grid points to represent a set of source elements. We assume all 

point sources have the same fault mechanism and time history. We use the fault plane 

solution published in the Harvard CMT catalogue (strike, dip and rake = 312°, 33° and 
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55°, respectively). The unit time function is represented by a triangle with a total 

duration of 8 seconds. Our fault plane has dimensions of 400 km along the strike 

direction and 100 km along the dip direction. These dimensions are larger than 

expected to allow for a bilateral or unilateral rupture. The fault plane is discretized in 

a grid with 5 km spacing. The hypocenter is our reference point, and is placed at the 

center of the fault plane. 

We calculate a series of Green's functions for each depth on our fault plane grid. 

We use a layer over a half-space for both the source and receiver structure. The 

source structure includes a water layer, and a crustal layer with Vp = 6.7 km/s over a 

half space with Vp = 8.0 km/s. 

Using these Green's functions, the data from the selected stations are deconvolved 

into double-couple point sources. The point sources are then iteratively determined to 

find the best spatial moment release that gives the best fit to the observed data. 

We perform this deconvolution for a series of hypocentral starting depths (10 km 

to 50 km, in 5-km steps) using an 8 second trapezoid and 6 sources. For each 

hypocentral depth, we determine the best spatial moment release and correlate the data 

and the synthetic seismograms. Figure 4.9 shows the average correlation coefficients 

for all stations at each starting depth. Our results indicate that the location of the 

moment release is similar for starting hypocenter depths between 20 and 35 km. At 

these depths we obtain the best fit (highest correlation coefficients) between the data 

and synthetic seismograms. We present our multi-station inversion results using a 

hypocentral depth of 25 km (Figure 4.10). Using a depth of 25 km, we obtain a total 

moment of 2.40 x 10^° N m. This total moment is less than that determined with the 
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single station inversion technique because in the multi-station inversion we utilized 

only the minimum number of sources. 

Figure 4.10a shows the data-synthetic fit for a starting hypocentral depth of 25 

km. Figure 4.10b shows the source time function results from the multi-station 

inversion method. Figure 4.10c shows the spatial locations of the moment release 

pulses on the fault plane. The x-axis in Figure 4.10c corresponds to the along-strike 

direction of the fault plane; thus, the negative end of the x-axis is 132° and the positive 

end of the x-axis is 312°. The ^^-axis represents distance along the dip of the fault 

plane. The hypocenter (25 km) is placed at the center of the fault plane (x = 0, >• = 0), 

and moment release is allowed to occur 50 km updip and/or 50 km downdip, and 200 

km to the northwest and/or the southeast. The circles on the fault plane correspond to 

the pulses of moment release; they are scaled to the amount of seismic moment 

released in each pulse. Figure 4.10c suggests that the 1996 Peru earthquake ruptured 

unilaterally, towards the southeast. The first pulse of moment release occurs near the 

hypocenter. The second pulse occurs 17.8 seconds later, 15 km directly updip of the 

hypocenter. Referring to the fault plane in Figure 4.10c, the azimuth of the second 

pulse of moment release is 222°. We group the pulses 3a, 3b and 3c together; three 

sources combined in this largest pulse of moment release. For these sources, the 

maximum seismic moment was released 35-40 seconds after rupture initiation, 90 km 

along strike from the hypocenter, and 10 km updip. The azimuth of the largest pulse 

of moment release is 138°. This pulse of moment release determined using the multi

station inversion technique corresponds to the large pulse of moment release evident 

in the data and in the single station inversion results. The multi-station inversion 

technique and the single station inversion technique both place this pulse at 
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approximately 40 seconds after rupture initiation. The final small pulse of moment 

release occurs 50.6 seconds after rupture initiation and is probably not very 

significant. The map-view rupture direction and location of the largest pulse of 

moment release determined from the multi-station inversion technique (pulse 3b, 

Figure 4.10c) is shown in Figure 4.8. The multi-station inversion technique and the 

directivity analysis described above both placed this largest pulse of moment release at 

a distance of 86-90 km from the hypocenter. The azimuth determined from both 

techniques suggests rupture to the southeast (116°-138°). The slight variation in 

azimuths is likely a function of uncertainty in picking the trimcation times from the 

deconvolved source time functions (single station inversion) and in the use of only the 

minimum number of sources in the multi-station inversion. The duration of the largest 

pulse of seismic moment release (pulse 3b, Figure 4.10b) is approximately 15-20 

seconds. The average mpture velocity is ~90 km divided by ~40 seconds, resulting in 

Vr = 2.25 km/s. Using this average rupture velocity of 2.25 km/s, we calculate the 

length of the patch which ruptured and released this pulse of seismic moment to be 

approximately 40 km, which is similar to the value calculated from the single station 

inversion source time function from station TUC. 

The area defined by the first 24 hours of aftershocks (Figure 4.8) is approximately 

11000 km^, elongated parallel to the trench. The majority of aftershock activity 

occurred south of the mainshock. We assume the length and width of the aftershock 

zone approximates the fault plane. We use these dimensions to calculate the average 

displacement along the entire length of the fault by the formula Mo = fjAD, where A is 

the fault area, and D is the displacement along the fault and we take the shear modulus 

fj. as 3.3 x 10'° N/m^. Using an average value for the seismic moment of Mo = 3.47 x 
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10^° N m, we calculated the average displacement along the entire thrust faulting plane 

to be 0.96 m. However, given the heterogeneity of moment release, this is perhaps an 

unrealistic minimum, so we also calculate the average displacement for the largest 

patch of moment release. We use a fault patch area of 1590 km^ and a seismic 

moment of 2.8 x 10^° N m (both determined from the single station inversion of station 

TUC) to give a displacement of 5.3 m. This is a much greater displacement than that 

calculated over the entire rupture zone because seismic moment release for the largest 

main pulse occurs over a much smaller area than the aftershocks. We also note that 

the time between the 1996 and 1942 Peru earthquakes (54 years) and a convergence 

rate for the Nazca Plate of 8-9 cm/yr gives an accumulated tectonic displacement of 

4.3-4.9 m, very similar to our approximate displacement corresponding to the largest 

patch of moment release. 

4.4 Discussion of earthquake rupture along the Peru subduction zone 

The regional tectonics along the Peru coastline have been dominated by the 

subduction of the Nazca plate beneath the South American plate since the Mesozoic 

Era (Machare and Ortlieb, 1992). The Peruvian segment of the South American 

subduction zone has ruptured in a number of large and great earthquakes over the 

course of the last century (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). The historic record for this portion of 

the South American subduction zone dates back to the late 16th century; local reports, 

the detailed journal entries of explorers and missionaries, tsunami records, intensity 

reports, and digitized paper records have allowed us to examine the historical 

earthquake record in this part of the world and to quantitatively and qualitatively 

characterize the ruptures of a number of these destructive earthquakes (Swenson and 

Beck, 1996). 
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As a result of our analysis of the historic record, we observe that nearly the entire 

length of the Peruvian margin has ruptured in large or great earthquakes during the last 

400 years (Figure 4.2). A notable exception to this generalization is the segment of 

the trench where the Nazca Ridge is being subducted. The 3 October 1974 M„. = 8.0 

event (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) occurred in part of the seismic gap identified between the 

1940 and 1942 events (Kelleher, 1972). The fault zone of the 1974 event, based on 

aftershocks, is 240 km along strike and approximately 40-50 km in the dip direction 

(Dewey and Spence, 1979). The main moment release for this event was confined to 

40 km northwest and 60 km southeast of the epicenter (Beck and Ruff, 1989). The 

rupture zone of the 3 October 1974 A/„ = 8.0 event abuts the rupture area of the 1940 

event to the north, but leaves a gap between its southern extent and the 1942 event. 

The Nazca Ridge-South American trench intersection region lies between the 

southernmost extent of the 1974 rupture and the 1942 mainshock (Figure 4.2). 

Swenson and Beck (1996) used intensity reports, aftershock locations and P-wave 

modeling to show that the 1942 Peru earthquake probably did not rupture through all 

of this gap. The 1942 Peru earthquake had a total source time function duration of 

approximately 70 seconds (Swenson and Beck, 1996). Although it was not possible to 

determine the spatial moment release for the 1942 earthquake, the intensity reports, 

aftershocks and source time function duration suggested that the event ruptured in 

large part to the south. Swenson and Beck (1996) concluded that a seismic gap of at 

least 100 km remains between the 1974 and 1942 rupture areas. 
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4.4.1 Intensity reports 

Our analysis of the directivity exhibited in the broadband teleseismic P-

waveforms recorded for the 1996 Peru event suggests a unilateral rupture with the 

majority of the seismic moment released approximately 40 seconds after rupture 

initiation, and released approximately 90 km southeast of the epicenter. (Figure 4.8). 

The report by Bariola and Kuroiwa (1997) states that maximum Modified Mercalli 

intensities for the 1996 event were VIII; the maximum damage was done by this 

earthquake to the city of Nazca (Figure 4.1), which lies approximately 115 km inland 

from the epicenter. The location of maximum damage (maximum intensities) is 

consistent with a southeast rupture. Nazca lies directly above the southernmost extent 

of the subducting Nazca Ridge. The town of Ica lies directly above the northernmost 

extent of the subducting Nazca Ridge (Figure 4.1). The geological settings of these 

two towns are similar, although Ica is the larger of the two towns. The fact that the 

greatest damage was done to Nazca rather than to Ica can be interpreted several 

different ways. It is possible that Ica, being a larger city, has implemented seismic 

codes, and special design and construction practices in attempt to reduce earthquake 

damage. Nazca may not have implemented these precautionary measures. Thus, Ica 

may have been subject to the same amount of ground motion without having 

experienced the same amount of ensuing damage. Alternatively, we can surmise that 

Nazca had the greatest damage because the majority of seismic moment release 

occurred in that direction - /. e., to the southeast. We interpret these observations as 

additional evidence that the 1996 Peru event ruptured to the southeast and did not 

rupture northwest through the entire intersection of the Nazca Ridge and South 

American plate. The maximum intensities reported for the 1942 event were IX on the 
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Modified Mercalli scale; these reports came from south of the event. Swenson and 

Beck (1996) used this information together with aftershock locations to determine that 

the 1942 earthquake ruptured primarily to the south. It is likely that the 1996 Peru 

earthquake re-ruptured part of the 1942 rupture zone. However, the 1996 earthquake 

is significantly smaller than the 1942 event so it is unlikely that the 1996 event re-

ruptured the 1942 event rupture zone in its entirety. We suggest that 100-plus km-

long seismic gap still exists between the southeastern-most extent of the 1974 event 

rupture and the northwestern-most rupture extents of the 1996 and 1942 events (Figure 

4.2). 

4.4.2 Tsunami records 

Large to great earthquakes along the South American subduction zone have 

generated local tsunami run-ups of between 1.6 meters (1974) and 24 meters (1586, 

1746). Some of the largest earthquakes have caused tsunami run-ups at tide stations in 

the Pacific, such as Japan. The 1974 Peru earthquake generated a local tsunami run

up of 1.6 meters; a local run-up of 3 meters was reported for the 1942 earthquake. 

Hence, it is useful to compare the tsunami record of the 1996 event with previous 

large tsunamis. The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center provided tide gauge data from 

several far-field tide stations in the Pacific which were in operation during the 1996 

Peru earthquake. Of these 10 stations which were functioning within normal 

parameters on the day of the Peru event, none of them reported a far-field tsunami. 

However, several South American tide gauge stations in Chile (Arica and Caldera) 

reported run-ups of less than 0.33 meters. This is consistent with the 1942 earthquake 

being larger than the 1996 earthquake. 
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4.4.3 Tectonic effects along the Peru coast of subducting the Nazca Ridge 

The South American subduction zone along the Peruvian margin is characterized 

by a nearly horizontal Wadati-Benioff zone; Cahill and Isacks (1992) have shown that 

the subducted slab extends several hundred kilometers to the east-northeast at a dip of 

only 5° before resuming its descent. The complexity of the tectonic environment 

along western Peru is exacerbated by the presence of the subducting buoyant oceanic 

crust of the Nazca Ridge. The Nazca Ridge is a 1.5 km high, 250 km wide elongate 

oceanic plateau which intersects the Peru trench between 13.5°S and 15.6°S. It was 

formed synclironously with adjacent oceanic crust at the Pacific-Farallon spreading 

center. Gravity anomalies indicate the presence of lower density and/or thicker crust 

under the Nazca Ridge than under the surrounding sea floor (Couch and Whitsett, 

1981). Seismic refiraction data suggests significantly thicker crust and slightly lower 

velocities beneath the axis of the ridge than are found on either side of the Nazca 

Ridge (Couch and Whitsett, 1981). The depth to the Moho increases from 10.5 km 

below sea level on the northwest side of the ridge to 18 km below sea level under the 

axis of the ridge. The thick crust of lower density than the surrounding oceanic crust 

keeps the Nazca Ridge isostatically compensated. The thick root causes buoyancy; the 

Nazca Ridge thereby represents a strong density anomaly or gravitational instability in 

the subducting plate (Pilger, 1981). Previous studies have shown that there are notable 

and numerous tectonic and magmatic effects of subducting buoyant features such as 

the Nazca Ridge (i.e., Kelleher and McCann, 1976; Nur and Ben-Avraham, 1981; 

Schweller e/a/., 1981). 

A series of Late Pliocene to Quarternary uplifted marine terraces (Hsu, 1992; 

Machare and Ortlieb, 1992) are located along the Peru coast, adjacent to the 
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subducting Nazca Ridge (between 13.5°S and 15.6°S). These marine terraces in 

south-central Peru indicate that the coast of Peru underwent differential uplift since the 

Late Pliocene. Hsu et al. (1989) used amino acid racemization, electron spin 

resonance, and radiocarbon methods to date mollusk shells from the marine terraces 

along the south-central Peru coast. Marine terraces formed during the same sea-level 

stand vary in height along the coast and hence, imply differential uplift rates (Hsu, 

1992). Variations in uplift rate of the same age terraces from northwest to southeast 

are explained by the subduction of the Nazca Ridge beneath the coast (Hsu, 1992; 

Machare and Ortlieb, 1992). Hsu (1992) defines four zones of differential uplift (based 

upon uplift rate, coastal morphology, number of preserved marine terraces, and 

p o s i t i o n  a b o v e  t h e  b a t h y m e t r i c  p r o f i l e  o f  t h e  N a z c a  R i d g e )  a s  s h o w n  i n  F i g u r e  4 .  I I .  

In Zone 1 at Paracas Peninsula (latitude 13.5°S), there are no raised terraces; in Zone 2 

at 14.5°S the uplift rate is 0.3 m/kyr; and in Zone 3 at Cerro El Huevo (latitude 

13.5°S), the uplift rate is 0.5-0.7 m/kyr (Hsu, 1992; Machare and Ortlieb, 1992). The 

highest uplift rates occur and the highest raised terraces are located very close to the 

dominant asperity of the 12 November 1996 Peru earthquake (Figure 4.11). This 

suggests that perhaps the uplifted terraces are the result of repeated earthquakes - such 

as the 1996 and 1942 events - initiated as the Nazca Ridge is being subducted at the 

Peru trench. 

In addition to coastal deformation, a notable consequence of subducting a 

bathymetric high such as the Nazca Ridge is a local increase in seismic coupling along 

a plate interface (Christensen and Lay, 1988; Cloos, 1992; Scholz and Small, 1997). 

Scholz and Small (1997) propose a simple model whereby seamount subduction 

occurs by flexure of the upper and lower plate. As seamounts are subducted, normal 
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stress along the interface is increased as a result of accommodating the excess mass 

and buoyancy of the local bathymetric high. This increases seismic coupling along a 

plate interface. Scholz and Small (1997) report that although seamount subduction is 

not required to increase seismic coupling across a plate interface, in each of the 3 

cases they studied, seamount subduction resulted in a seismically locked zone 100-200 

km along strike and in an increase in the recurrence intervals of earthquakes in that 

area. The maximum slip (dominant asperity) associated with the 1996 earthquake 

occurred in Zone 3 (Hsu, 1992; Figure 4.11), where the Nazca Ridge crest intersects 

the trench and the simple model of Scholz and Small (1997) predicts maximum 

flexure in the upper plate. Our spatial locations of the dominant asperities associated 

with the 1996 Peru event, the results of Scholz and Small (1997), and those of Hsu 

(1992) all suggest that the subduction of the Nazca Ridge may have played an 

important role in the rupture of the 1996 Peru earthquake. 

4.5 Conclusions 

We have modeled the vertical component broadband teleseismic /"-waveforms 

from the 1996 Peru earthquake to determine the source characteristics for this event. 

We use single station and multi-station inversion techniques to determine spatial and 

temporal moment release. We determine a moment magnitude Mw of 1.6-1.1 for this 

event based on a seismic moment Mo of 3-5 x 10^" N'm. We spatially locate the 

second and third pulses of moment release using a directivity analysis of the source 

time functions and an iterative, multi-station pulse-stripping inversion technique. 

Both methods suggest that the majority of seismic moment was released 

approximately 40 seconds after rupture initiation, approximately 90 km southeast of 

the epicenter. The duration of this third and largest pulse of moment release was 
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approximately 18 seconds. Assuming an average rupture velocity of 2.5 km/s, we 

calculate the size of the largest asperity (patch of moment release) on the fault plane to 

be 45 km in diameter; this corresponds to a fault area of 1590 km^ and a displacement 

over this portion of the fault plane of 5 meters. The location of this dominant asperity 

corresponds to the location of areas of maximum uplift measured in terraces along the 

Peru coast. Aftershock locations, intensity reports, directivity, and the spatial location 

of seismic moment pulses indicate that the 1996 Peru event did not likely rupture 

northwest through the Nazca Ridge-South American Trench intersection; rather, the 

1996 Peru event appears to have ruptured primarily southeast along the trench, re-

rupturing a portion of the 1942 Peru event. Thebe results in conjunction with those of 

Swenson and Beck (1996), suggest that there still may be a gap at least 100 km long 

along a portion of the Peru trench corresponding to the position of the northwest flank 

of the subducting Nazca Ridge. 
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Station Location A(°) AZn 

SJG San Juan, Puerto Rico 34.1 16.0 

EFI East Faulkland Islands 39.3 162.9 

CCM Cathedral Caves, MS, USA 54.7 344.7 

SSPA Standing Stone, PA, USA 55.3 357.8 

BINY Binghampton, NY, USA 56.8 359.6 

ANMO Albuquerque, NM, USA 57.6 330.0 

TUC Tucson, AZ, USA 57.8 324.7 

ASCN Ascension Island, United Kingdom 60.2 90.7 

SHEL St. Helena Island 67.0 101.2 

FFC Flin Flon, Canada 72.9 344.3 

DBIC Ivory Coast 73.2 78.2 

VNDA Vanda, Antarctica 82.2 190.7 

FAB San Pablo, Spain 85.4 47.2 

SUR Sutherland, South Africa 87.3 122.7 

BORG BorgarQordur, Iceland 89.3 20.4 

DSB Dublin, Ireland 89.8 34.2 

ESK Eskdalemuir, Scotland 91.8 32.8 

BOSA Boshof, South Africa 92.2 120.2 

AFI Afiamalu, Western Samoa 92.4 255.0 

LBTB Lobatse, Botswana 93.5 116.9 

SNZO South Karori, New Zealand 94.5 225.6 

BOCA Central Africa 95.1 86.0 

COLA College, AK, USA 96.1 335.8 

KONO Kongsberg, Norway 99.8 30.9 

DPC Czech Republic 102.5 41.0 

Table 4,1 Stations from which teleseismic broadband P-waveforms were 
collected for the 1996 Peru earthquake study 
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A Large 20th century central Peru underthrusting events 

Subductlon zone events magnitude 6.0+, 1980-1997 

A 1996 Peru event Harvard Centrold Moment location 

PERU I 
17 October 1966 
MwB.I 

24 May 1940 
Mw 7.8 

Lima 
10 March 1974 
Mw8.0 

12 November 1996 
Mw7.7 

24 August 1942 
Mw 8.1 

Longitude (°W) 

Figure 4.1 Map showing the location of large and great 20th century central Peru 
underthrusting events (black triangles). Small focal mechanisms represent subduction 
zone events of magnitude >6.0 from the years 1980-1997 (focal mechanisms and 
locations taken from the Harvard CMT catalogue). Black inverted triangles mark the 
locations of the Peruvian cities of Lima, Ica and Nazca (discussed in the text). 
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PERU 

Degrees West Longitude 

Figure 4.2 Summary of the asperity distribution for the large underthrusting earth
quakes that have occurred along the central Peru subduction zone during this 
century. Hachured regions indicate the locations of dominant asperities and shaded 
areas represent aftershock areas (Dewey and Spence, 1979; Beck and Ruff, 1989). 
The aftershock zone surrounding the 1942 event is not shaded, and is drawn with a 
dashed line to indicate that these events have not been relocated. The hachured 
region between the 1996 and 1942 events corresponds to the location of the domi
nant asperity for the 1996 event. Aftershock locations for the 1966, 1970 and 1974 
earthquakes are from Dewey and Spence (1979). 1940 and 1942 earthquake loca
tions are from Dewey (unpublished). The locations of the 1996 mainshock and 
aftershocks are from the PDE catalogue. 
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• Seismicity 6 months prior to mainshock 

• 12 November 1996 Peru eartliquake (PDE location) 

O Seismicity 6 months following mainshock | 

A 24 August 1942 Peru earthquake ' 

80° 79° 78° 77° 76° 75° 74° 73° 72° 71° 70° 69° 

Longitude (°W) 

Figure 4.3 Map showing the seismicity in the region of the 1996 Peru earthquake 6 
months prior to the mainshock (dark gray circles; mb 3.5-5.5), the mainshock (black 
star), and the regional seismicity during the 6 months following the mainshock (light 
gray circles; mb 3.3-5.6). Locations are from the USGS PDE catalog. Also shown for 
reference is the location of the 1942 Peru 8.1 underthrusting earthquake. 



Figure 4.4 Great circle paths (black lines) from the 1996 Peru earthquake to stations 
from which teleseismic broadband P-waveforms were used in this study. 
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Figure 4.5 Harvard CMT focal mechanism for the 12 November 1996 Peru earthquake. The solid circles represent 
compressional first motion arrivals from teleseismic P-waves. Open triangles are the relative pressure and tension axes. 
Representative P-wave displacement traces from a v\^ide azimuthal range are also shovra. 
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Figure 4.6 Single station source time functions for the 1996 Peru earthquake from the 
P-waves recorded at 25 stations. Vertical axis represents moment rate, horizontal axis 
represents time. Source time functions in this figure are plotted with the same 
amplitudes. Source-station azimuth increases left to right, and top to bottom. Note the 
ephemeral nature of the second pulse of moment release. Also note the significant 
seismic moment release at approximately 40 seconds. The T2 and T3 markers are the 
time picks used to spatially locate the second and third pulses of seismic moment 
release in the directivity analysis. 
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Figure 4.7 7a) Results of the directivity analysis of the source time functions using 
the second and third pulses of seismic moment release. The x-axis corresponds to 
rupture direction (azimuth) in degrees, 0 degrees being due north. The _v-axis 
corresponds to the correlation coefficient. A correlation coefficient of 1.0 indicates a 
perfect fit. The correlation coefficient versus rupture azimuth for the second (dashed 
line) and third (solid line) pulses of moment release are shown. Both curves represent 
sampling at 2 degree intervals. 7b) Best fit (least squares) straight lines for each 
station for the two main pulses of seismic moment release in the source time function. 
The slope of the line (A^ gives the horizontal distance to the seismic moment release; 
the zero intercept (t) gives the actual delay time. A'^umber of stations used. 
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jAr 1996 Mainshock 
• First 24 hours of aftershocks 

3rd pulse of moment release 
(from directivity analysis) 

3rd pulse of moment release 
(from multi-station Inversion) 

Correlation coefficients >/= 0.95 

12 November 1996 
Mw7.r 

Longitude (°W) 

Figure 4.8 Map showing the location of the 1996 Peru earthquake (star) and locations 
of the first 24 hours of aftershocks (gray circles; mb 3.9-5.6). Also shown are the 
map-view locations of the third pulse of seismic moment release, as determined from 
our directivity analysis of the deconvolved source time functions (swath encompasses 
rupture azimuths which give a correlation coefficient >0.95), and as determined from 
the multi-station inversion technique (gray arrow). The tip of the arrow corresponds 
to the map view location of this largest pulse of moment release (approximately 90 km 
from the epicenter). 
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Figure 4.9 Results of the multi-station inversion technique using 14 azimuthally 
distributed stations. The x-axis corresponds to the hypocentral depth; the y-axis 
corresponds to the average correlation coefficient for all stations at each depth. These 
results suggest that this rupture initiated in a depth range of 20-35 km. 
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Figure 4.10 Results of the multi-station inversion technique at a hypocentral depth of 
25 km. (a) Data (solid line) and synthetic seismograms (dashed line) calculated for all 
stations at a depth of 25 km; (b) source time function using a depth of 25 km, 6 
sources, and a unit time flmction represented by a trapezoid of 8 second duration. The 
largest pulse of moment release (1.07 x 10^® N.m) occurs approximately 38 seconds 
after rupture initiation; (c) representation of the fault plane. Circles (scaled to relative 
seismic moment) represent location and magnitude of seismic moment release relative 
to a reference point (the hypocentral depth of 25 km) located at the center of the fault 
plane (x = 0,y = 0). These results indicate that the majority of seismic moment was 
released in the third pulse, southeast of the mainshock. 
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Figure 4.11 Map showing the four zones of the Peru coast as defined by Hsu (1992). 
Inset graph shows elevation (meters) versus distance (northwest to southeast. Zone 1 
to Zone 4) along the Peru coast for aminozone IV. Aminozone FV is an age marker of 
470,000 years located within uplifted terraces along the coast. The graph indicates 
that the highest uplifted terraces are found in Zone 3. Referring to the map, the 
highest uplifted terraces are located in Zone 3 (solid black triangle), near the location 
of the dominant asperity (dashed circle; see also Figure 4.10b and 4.10c) determined 
using the multi-station inversion technique. Also shown is the location of the 1996 
Peru event (black circle) and the location of the first two pulses of moment release 
(dashed ellipse), also from our multi-station inversion results. Note the position of the 
subducting Nazca Ridge and its relation to the position of the highest-uplifted terraces. 
The -4000, -3500 and -3000 meter contours have been emphasized to show the 
position of the ridge. The vector represents the relative motion of the Nazca Plate 
with respect to the South American Plate. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY 

Highly complex geologic and tectonic problems are associated with the formation 

and development of the Andes in South America. The uplift history and crustal 

structure of the centra! Andes are particularly challenging components of the tectonic 

framework of this region. We have performed a detailed imaging of the crust and 

upper mantle structure in the central Andes of Bolivia using broadband regional 

waveform modeling of earthquakes recorded by the BANJO and SEDA stations. Our 

results place constraints on average crustal and upper mantle seismic properties, and 

provide insight into earthquake rupture processes along the South American 

subduction zone. 

Obtaining useful information from regional broadband data necessitates an initial 

understanding of the complex interaction of reflections between the surface and Moho 

which comprise the regional waveform. Those phases which are most sensitive to the 

properties of the crust and upper mantle in which we are interested must also be 

identified Therefore, in Chapter 2 we first identify such key phases {i.e., SsPmp) in 

the broadband regional seismic waveforms recorded at the BANJO and SEDA 

stations. We then use the reflectivity method of computing synthetic seismograms to 

perform rigorous analyses of the sensitivity of these phases to the details of the crust-

mantle waveguide. We find that the long period SPL wavetrain is sensitive to the 

following model parameters, in order of decreasing sensitivity: crustal Poisson's ratio, 

mantle Poisson's ratio, average crustal velocity, crustal thickness, focal depth, distance 

(location), crustal Qg, and and upper mantle (Pm) velocity. 
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We used a grid search method to investigate the four parameters of the crust and 

upper mantle (crust and upper mantle Poisson's ratios, average crustal velocity and 

crustal thickness) to which the synthetic seismograms are most sensitive at regional 

distances. We find that trade-offs exist between all four of the model parameters, and 

there is a range of acceptable crustal models which provide excellent fits between the 

synthetic seismograms and data recorded at one distance. However, the models which 

provide the best overall fit between the data and synthetic seismograms for several 

distances, and thus best approximate the average characteristics of the crust and upper 

mantle structure of the Altiplano, are characterized by low average crustal velocities, 

an over-thickened crust, and a low crustal Poisson's ratio. 

In Chapter 3 we applied our comprehensive grid search technique utilizing 

reflectivity and broadband regional waveforms to 6 intermediate-depth events which 

occurred in the subducting Nazca slab, and to 2 shallow-focus events in the Eastern 

Cordillera. All 8 events were well-recorded at BANJO and SEDA stations on the 

Altiplano. Grid search modeling results suggest that the crust of the Altiplano is much 

thicker (55-65 km) and slower (5.75-6.25 km/s) than global average values. In 

addition, low Poisson's ratio values for the crust and upper mantle favor a bulk felsic 

composition for the crust, which may result in an overall weak crust. We see no 

evidence of a high-velocity lower layer in the crust, suggesting that either the 

continental crust has always been predominantly felsic and weak, the layer is too thin 

to resolve seismically, or that temperatures, pressures and mantle volatiles at depth 

have transformed the mafic lower crustal layer to an eclogite facies exhibiting upper 

mantle-like seismic properties. Our results favor a model of crustal thickening 
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involving large scale tectonic shortening of a predominantly felsic crust, rather than 

those models which would result in higher crustal velocities such as magmatic 

addition or the thickening of a mafic lower crustal layer. 

In addition to the well-documented and abundant seismicity within the subducting 

Nazca slab, the Nazca-South American plate interface has also been the site of large 

and destructive earthquakes. The 12 November 1996 Peru earthquake occurred off the 

coast of southern Peru, near the intersection of the South American trench and the 

highest topographical point of the subducting Nazca Ridge. We have modeled the 

vertical component broadband teleseismic P-waveforms from the 1996 Peru 

earthquake to determine the source characteristics for this event, in an effort to better 

understand the mechanics of earthquakes and earthquake rupture along the South 

American subduction zone. We use single station and multi-station inversion 

techniques to determine spatial and temporal moment release. We determine a 

moment magnitude Mw of 7.6-7.7 for this event based on a seismic moment Mo of 3-5 

X 10^" N m. We spatially locate the second and third pulses of moment release using a 

directivity analysis of the source time functions and an iterative, multi-station pulse-

stripping inversion technique. The location of this dominant asperity corresponds to 

the location of areas of maximum uplift measured in terraces along the Peru coast. 

Aftershock locations, intensity reports, directivity, and the spatial location of seismic 

moment pulses indicate that the 1996 Peru event did not likely rupture northwest 

through the entire Nazca Ridge-South American Trench intersection. Rather, the 1996 

Peru event appears to have ruptured primarily southeast along the trench, re-rupturing 

a portion of the 1942 Peru event. These results suggest that there still may be a gap at 

least 100 km long along a portion of the Peru trench corresponding to the position of 
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the northwest flank of the subducting Nazca Ridge. This suggests that subduction of 

the Nazca Ridge may have played an important role in the rupture of the 1996 Peru 

earthquake. 

Recent studies have documented the pronounced structural and geologic 

variability that exists across the central Andes - from the Western Cordillera, across 

the Altiplano and the Eastern Cordillera, down into the Sub-Andes and onto the Chaco 

Plain {i.e., Wigger et al., 1994; Baby et al, 1997; Myers et al., 1998a; Beck and 

Zandt, 1998). It is also possible that some variability exists in the north-south 

direction. Thus, the addition of a second or third dimension to the current crustal 

model would provide significant additional information in a grid search modeling 

study such as ours. Although station coverage is limited in the Sub-Andean zone and 

Chaco Plain, future work constraining the average crustal velocities in these regions 

would be useful in understanding the overall evolution of the crust. More specifically, 

the bulk composition, velocity, thickness and lateral extent of the high-velocity layer 

in the lower crust imaged by Wigger et al. (1994) will delimit the contribution of the 

lower crust to the crustal thickening process. Additional gravity modeling and a 

rigorous S-wave analysis would help us to explain anomalous velocities, densities, 

attenuation, and allow us to place quantitative constraints upon the contributions to 

crustal thickening in the central Andes of shortening and several other geologic 

processes (i.e., magmatic addition) discussed in Chapter 3. 
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